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PREFACE 

Huma.n thoughts on space exploration can be tracr:::d Lu 

a I l ancient civilizations. The motives behind these were 

varied. According to Geoffrey Pardoe, it was the cut' ios i ty 

to understand the meaning of life among phi losophel."'s, the 

desire know more about the Universe among 

while to others space represented anotner ·realm or exp1ora-

t ion." I t was only after. the advent of the Space 

1957 that scientists began exploring the possibilities 

utilizing space technology for practical purposes. And 

first application was for military purposes in the form 

missiles. 

U n 1 ike the programmes of the developed countries, 

in 

for 

the 

of 

the 

Indian Space Programme did not evolve either out ot m111~ary 

programmes 

autonomous 

or because of the compuLsion c rea. ted by the 

development of technology. The Indian 

was conceived for the purpose of utilizing space 

programme 

technology 

to achieve practical benefits in the social, 

industrial spheres. 

economic and 

This study i s an a. t t e m .. P t at a.l understa.nding the 

reasons behind India's decision to develop space technology 



and, 

first 

{b) evaluating the Indian Space Programme. While the 

chapter deals with the indian perceptions on space 

technology, the gecond chapter discusses the policy measuie~ 

initiated by the Government of India to achieve the goals of 

the Programme. Chapter I l I gives the details of the 

projects undertaken as part of the programme and, Chapter IV 

enumerates the benefits derived from the programme. 



CHAPTER - l 

INDIAN PERCEPTIONS ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY 

PERCEPTIONS 

The initial efforts towards mastering space technology werF.t 

made by the United States and thP. Soviet Union in the fiold of 

rocketry with the purpose of using missiles for military pur-

poses. The American and the Soviet space programmes developed 

missiles for the delivery of nuclear weapons.• 1 This was the 

case with France and China also. 

Hence, science analysts have generally viewed gpace pro-

' . 

gramme::~ a.s belng "dlrectly linked b;) the destl"IJ.•:::ti'.fe system of 

reliance on force and violence in the international arena e 2 
• 

and clvlllan applications as representing spln-offs from military 

Research and Development and not the objectives of policy. 

This has not been the case in the development of India's 

1 - W lll iam Scha.ue t" ~ The Pt::ll it ic:3 ~ Sp.:3.t:::e _;_ ~ CQm.par is•Jn £f. the 

Soviet and Amer lean Space Programs, (New York, 1976 l, p. 41. 

2 Ba.ldev Ra .. i •ta.y.a.r~ lnd.ia.'s Quest for Techt'\t::llt:lgicat lnd.~pend.-

Results of Pol icy, ~New ~~e ! h i ~ 1983 ) • IJ o 1. 

2,p.391. 



Space Programme which has been edeliberately linked to the ·pro-

ductive, wit.h the 

priority being assigned to socio-economic objectives: 

This divergence in India's approach to the development of 

space technology can be said tu have arisen largely due to the 

probJe•s which the Indian leadership had been confronted with in 

the years after independence. 

India, ranked among the poor developing countries of the 

world, has been beset with the problems of poverty, mass i I I it-

e ra.cy, frequent natura.! disa.ster~.i~ et.c4 ••. As a. solution to 

these problems, the planners, under the leadership of Prime 

Minister Nehru, decided to ~;~-~el>::J.rk up•:ln a. pol it::y of ra.pid indus-

trialization using the latest techniques in the field of science. 

The goa.l 

people. 

was to improve the St>t::io-e•::•H\Qati•:: conditions of the 

in national development. As Prime Minister Nehru stated ; "I do 

utilizing the new sources of power which· science ha~ placed at 

our disposal. • 4 

3 ibid, 

4 QtJ.oted in F.A. Long, "Science a.nd Technolo~:t in India.: 

Tht:dr Role in Development", in John IJ. Mellor, ed., India: (1_ 

Rising Mid~Ie Power,lColora~o, 1919~, p.2214 

2 



In accordance with this view, a Scientific Policy Resolutior 

wa.s adopted by the Government of [ndia in March~ 1958. 

Resolution stated that the key to 'national prosperity' lay 

the effectlve combination of technology, raw mater ia.l s, 

capita 1. And, among these three factors, it identified techno 1 o-

gy as the most important, since the adoption of scientific tech-

niques " can make up for a deficiency in natural resources, and 

reduce the dema.nds on cap l ta. t. • 5 

The Resolution also asserted that "reasonable material and 

cultural amenities and services can be provided for every member 

of the community" only through the ad.•:>pt ion of the scientific 

approach and the use t:>f scient i.f i·~ know le.ige. 6 In general, the! 

Scientific Policy which the Re~.it:>lution entJ.nci.a.t:ed. a.imed a.t 

securing "for the people of the country all the benefits that can 

accrue from the acquisition and application of scientific 

d ft 7 e ge .. 

Thus, the evolution of science policy in India was 

knowl-

largely 

determined by the social and e~onomic needs of the country. At 

the same time, as Possony and Pournelle point out,. • technology 

has a momentum of its own.• 8 So, the evolution of Science Policy 

5 Government of India., Sci~ntific Policy Resolution {New 

L'e I h i • 1958 ) • 

6 ibid, 

7 ibid, 

8 S tef a.n T. Possony and J. E. Pourne l I e, The S t ra.tegy t:>f Tech-

!Massachusetts, 1970), 

p. 8. 
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can be said to have been the result of the interaction of these 

two fa.1:tors. It was due to this intera£tiou that" a major thrust 

was provided, right at the beginning, to such areas as atomic 

The Ind.L3.n pla.tuters believed tha.t spa.•:e te,:hnology !o;'Ould 

provide significant contributions "to the solution of problems 

such as overpopulation, mass illiteracy, frequent natural disas-

ters and poor eKploitatton of resources.• 10 So, the major aim of 

India's spa.ce programme has been to utilize spa.ce technology for 

the cause of social and economic development with major appl ica-

tions in the areas of satellite-ba.sed telecommunications. sa.te l-

lite remote sensing and satellite- based weather forecasting. 

The Indian scientific leadership has felt, according to 

Nayar, that given India's size, diversity and backwardness space 

technology is, in the long-term, a cost-effective solution for 

her problems in 11 these three areas. This view is also shared by 

other scientists· in the world 10.•ho view space technology as "an 

9 •science and Technology:An overview of Achievements,~Jndian 

and Ft:>reign Review <New Delhi) 1.•ol .23. no.3 (Nov.1984), 

p. 2.0. 

10 Stephen F. Von Weick, •India's Space Policy :A Developing 

Country in the Space Club," SPACE POLICY (Kent) vol.3, no. 4 

(19871, p.326. 

11 Nayar, n. 2, p.435. 



ideal tool for modernization of the underdeveloped areas of the 

world", especially in the fields of telecommunications, remote 
' 

For exa.mple, it ha.s been est.ima.t.ed. that 75 percent of the 

villages involved in the Satellite Instruct ion a l Television 

Experiment lSlTE), conducted in 1975-76 using the American ATS-6 

satellite, can be covered through a ground-based system only at 

Uu··ee ~iaes the cost of SITE, which was about Rs. 13 13 crores. 

Sharma. notes tha.t. if the entire country were to be covered 

t.hrough a ground-based television system, it would take many 

years and would, moreover, involve a heavier financial burden and 

also the requirement of trained manpower on a large scale. 14 

This is also the case for the provision of a. telephone 

sys~em for the coun~ry. According to Yash Pal, India would ha.ve 

12 the Developing 

Nations,• in U.S.Congress, House of Representatives, Rep•:n· t: 

the Committee on Science and Technology (Washington,D.C., 

H.H7), p.542. 

13 Quoted in L.K. Sharma., •After the End of SITE : The Costs of 

Interruption, "Times of India (New Delhi>, 6 Aug. 1976. 

1-4 ibid, 

5 



to invest about a trillion dollars <U.S.) for the provision of 

ths sa~e number of telephones per capita as obtains in the United 

States or Canada, which works out to a total of 300 million for a 

popula.tion of 680 mill ion. This, he ftu:ther notes, is nea.rly six 

times the Gross National Product of India.15 

This l.s also the case with respect lo r·emote-sens ing. 

According to U.R.Rao, while ground-based methods cost about Rs.53 

per square metre, satellite remote sensing costs only about 

Rs. 14 pex- squa.re metre. 16 Mox-eover, it ena.bles the CQvex-a.ge of 

a larger area in a short time when compared with ground-based or 

aerial remote sensing. 

According to U. R. Ra.o, sp~.•:e t:e•:hnolo~~#' a.lsc ofb:!rs unique 

solutions to India in the areas of mass communications and 

management of natural resources. For a. vast country like India., 

"nation-wide television, through a geostationary satellite, can 

be used as a. most powerful tool for impa.rting educa.tion to the 

bulk of our rur~l masses in health, hygiene, family planning and 

agricultural practices.• 17 

15 Q.uoted in Edward U. Ploman, Space, Earth and Communication 

(Connecticut, 1984l, p.65. 

16 Q.uoted in R. Ramachandran, •An Eye in the Sky, •FRONTLINE 

<Madra.sl vol.5, no. 7, ~April 1988., p.4. 

17 U. R. 

inent QL. t.he Nation tBa.nga.lore, 1976), p.4. 

6 



Citing the example of how a few days of satellite imager~ 

can cov:er the entire forestry of India, which would otherwisE 

ta.ke yea.rs, Rao insists that there is no alternative to s pac,; 

technology •for quick generation of complete information on our 

resources.• 18 

He concludes that techniques like remote sensi~g, obse<va.-

t ion t::>f natural phenomena, etc ..• , •can really bring about , 

total revolution in our knowledge and optimal utilization of ouj 

resources.~ 19 Referring to the Indian space programme, he as-

serts that it is based on the belief that •through purposeful, 

selective and imaginative utilization of advanced technology, we 

~an provide unique inputs into the process of national 

~ent enabling us to leap-f~og some of ?0 the ~3 tages. •-

deve I op-

The id>l.a. of 'leap-frogging' o< skipping stages in develop-

ment by utilizing high technology •has had a powerful att<action 

for both the political and scientific leadership in India. • 21 

Another exponent of this concept was Vikram Sarabhai, according 

to whom, India's national goals •involved leap-frogging from a 

state of economic backwardness and social disabilities - attempt-

i~g to achieve in a few decades a change which has historically 

-----------------------~----------------------------------

18 Ramachandran, n.16, p.4. 

19 Ra.t:>, n. 17, pp. 4-5. 

20 Nayar, n. 2, p.435. 

21 i_bid, 

7 



taken centuries in other lands.• 22 To achieve these goals, he 

suggested the development of competence in advanced technologies 

like space, atomic anergy, electronics, etc .•. , and their utili-

zation for solving the problems faced by the country. 

Sarabhai envisaged space activities and space research to be 

an engiue to the process of industrial and technological develop-

ment. According to him, an annual investment of 40 million U.S. 

dollars, in a fi, .. e-year period, for the provision of community 

television to all the villages in India, would genar~te •a strong 

base in electronics providing employment to about 

120,000 qualified scientists engineers, technicians, managers and 

other administrative personna1.• 23 

Regarding the applications of space technology, he refers to 

the importance of weather forecasting in lndia, where the major 

economic activity is agriculture. According to him, space mete-

oralogy can play an useful role in this sphere since it permits 

the acquisition of 

through the use of 

v a l ua. b l e d a t a. f rom sa. t a I l i t e s as we l l 

?4 soundlng rockets.- He also identifies 

other uses of space technology, like tele1::ommunit:::a.til:>nS and 

a.s 

the 

22~. Ka.mla Chowdhry, ed., Vikra.m Sa.ra.bha.i .!... Science Pot··ic'( a.n~. 

National Development <Delhi, 1974), p.3. 

23 ibid, p.35. 

24 ibid, p. 26. 

8 



remote sensing, which can be, in his view, "of immense benefit to 

developing na.t ions to a.dva.nce econow.ica.l \y a.nd 

St::>f::ia.lly. • 25 

To sum up, the Indian perceptions on space technology can be 

said to be guided by the following considerations 

al tha.t space technology can be productively a.pp 1 ied t.o 

help solve the major socio-economic problems facing the 

bl tha.t a. spa.ce progra.mme, invol-..dng the development. of 

the requisite technology, can play an important role in 

the development of industrial capabilities; 

cl that space technology is more economical than other 

conventional methods in the area.s of 

telecommunications, s:ensing, mass 

communications etc. a.nd., 

d) in general, space research and space activities play an 

importa.nt role i'rl the overa.ll development of the 

country. 

Given these considera.tion~:i, the lndia.n per•:::eptif:>n is 

up by the following comment made by Sarabhai; •It was not a 

question of whether a. develQping GfJ• .• mtry SI.J.•:::h as Indi~. could 

25 Ra.o,. n.U',. p.2l, 

9 



afford to go in for space technology, but whether it could afford 

?6 not to.•~ 

The 

origins 

ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT 

Indian s~ce programme can be said to have had its 

at various research and academic-in~titutions. Some eKamples 

are: Meghna.d Sa.ha., who studied the spect:t·a. of the :.:;s .. m and the 

Homi Bhabha, who conducted cosmic ray researc~ at the 

I nd ia.n Institute of Science, Ba.nga.lore; Vi k ra..m Sa. r~.bha.. i,. who 

worked with C.V. Raman in Banglore and later set up his own re-

sea.rch la.bora.tory for the stiJ.dy of 1:::;o~;Uli1::: ray:-; a.t Ahmeda.ba.d in 

1947. 27 

After independence, up the 

N~tional Physical Laboratory at New Delhi for ·conduct in~ atudl~g 

on ionospheric physics. And, when the Space Age began, the Tata 

i n-s; t. i t.1u t.e of Fundamental Research initiated studies on Cosmic 

rays using high altitude balloons, which according to Nanda-

26 Quoted in Y.S. Rajan, •Benefits from Sp~ce Technology A 

View from a Developing Country, ftSPACE POLICY vol.4, no. 3 

lAug. 1988), p.221. 

27 Mohan Sundara Rajan, Indian Spa~efli~hts lNe~ Deihi,.1983l, 

p. 2. 

10 



Kumar, marked the first attempts within the country at studying 

It was only in August 1961 that the Government of Indi~ took 
I 

an active interest in space research by allocating the subject to: 

the Department of Atomic Energy. And in 1962 was set up the 

Indian National Committee fol" Spa . .:e Resea.rf:h < INCOSPARl unC-:3ri 

the chairmanship of Vikram Sarabhai 8 to look after all aspe~ts of 

space research in lndia.e29 

l NCOSPAR' s first ma.jor project was the setting up of a 

sounding rocket range at Thumba with the aim of studying prob l emsl 

in aeronomy in the region upto 200 Km. The range be~ame oper-a.-

tiona! on November 21, 1963 with the launch of a U.S. Nike-Apach 

sounding rocket. This marked the formal beginning of the India. 

Space Progra.mme. 

Three phases of the development of the spa~e programme ca 

be identified. Phase one was marked by the se~ting up of th 

infrastructuri facilities, and Ph~se two by ea series of p l a.nner 

experimental missions in the development of sate! I ites, launc 

28 P. Handa Kumar, •space Research in India., eiNDIAN AND 

FOREIGN RE'.!IEIJ vol.15, no.2, {1 Nov.,1977), p.l5. 

29 Government of India, Department of Space~ ANNUAL REPORT, 

1972-73, p. L 

11 



and applications of space technology, and the third 

phase by the operationalisation of the space services. 30 

During the first pha.se, a. number of fa.cilities were estab-

lished which were to form the infrastructure for the space pro-

gra.mme. These include :the Space Science and Technology Centre, 

Trivandrum (1965); the Experimental Satellite Com~ur.ications 

Earth Station. Ahmedab~d {1967); the Rocket Propellant Plant, 

Efforts were also made during this phase 

to build up a cadre of scie"tific and t~chnical 

t.o be en_gag:ed in r·esearch on sp.<~~c>B science and technology. 

By 1969, according to Hayar, some 2000 technical and scientific 

personnel were involved in space research within the country.31 

Phase Two was marked by a series of projects in the develop-

uent of -s;.i\lt.el I it.es, .applications, and launch vehicles on an 

experimental basis. These include; the Satellite lnstructiona.l 

Television EKperiment (SITE!. using the U.S. ATS-6 satellite 

{1975-76), the Satellite Telecommunications EKperimental Project 

<STEP), using the Franco-German 'SYMPHONIE' sate! lite ( 1977-79); 

the launch from the Soviet Union of the indigenously developed 

. 
'ARYAHHATA' -s;at.ei I i te <1975), BHASKARA-1 AND 2 satellites (in 

1979 and 1981 respectively); the launch by the European· Space 

----------------------------------------------------------
30 Pa.rl iamenta.ry News a.nd Views SP.t"ll'i•::~ Coc~ntiit.ula Q.i_ Pol ic• 

Statements Made in the Parliament {Budget Session) 

tHew Delhi), p. 51. 

31 Nayar, n. 2, p.438. 

12 



Agency's 'ARlANE' rocket of the indigenously developed geosyn-

chronous satellite - the Ar iane Pa.ssenger Pa.y l oa.d Exp~r iment 

i.APPLE) -in 1981; and the SLV-3 launch vehicle project in which 

four of these launch vehicles were launched bet~een 1979 and 

1983. 

The third phase of dev~lopment, the operationalization 

phase, aims at providing tangible benefits to society through the 

util iz:ation of spa.ce technology. The three major areas where 

~~chnoJogy was a~plied were telecommunications, remote 

sensing a.nd weather fol'e.Ga.sting. The projects undertaken du~ing 

• U»i s phase include; the Indian National Satellite system, de-

signed to provide services in the areas of telecommunications and 

weather forecasting; the Indian Remote Sensing Satellites; the 

Polar Satellite launch vehicle {PSLVl project for the purpose of 

bits; and, the Geo-synchronous Satellite launch vehicle, for the 

~ pr..n··J:•>t:•:s:>f.'f of piac·.ing U~SAT-11 class of spacecraft in geostationary 

transfer ol'bits. 

GOALS 

The basic goal which.was envisaged by the Indian leadership 

for the space programme was the utilization of space t~chnology 

for national development. This wa.s sought to be a.chie•.,ed thrQI.lgh 

the application of space technology, especially in the areas of 

telecommunications, remote sensing and meteorological observa.-

tions. 

13 



So, the immediate objectives of the lndian space programme 

was to achieve competence in developing the appropriate technolo-

gy systems vi~, sate! lites for the various applications and the 
...-....--

launch vehicles for placing them in th: appropriate orbits, and 

t.he ground systeMs for supp>O!r·t.i ng the space missions and 

utilising their services. 

14 



CHAPTER - 2 

POLICY INITIATIVES 

A major feature of the Indian policy for national develop-

ment has been •self-reliance•. This pol if:::y has been adopted, 

acco~ing (a) no 

industrL3.l systea ca.n l>e susta.ined uver the long run on the basis 

of imports alone; and, (bl no advanced industrial system can 

eKist without the firm back-up of its own scientific resea~ch and 

1 development. This has also been the case with the Indian Space 

The major thrust given to the policy of self-reliance in the 

case of the space programme is evident from the goals assigned to 

it whir.:h inoludss the 'dsvelop~eat and operational lsatlon of 

indi~enous sate! lites, launch vehicles and associated ground 

segment" for the p~ovision of space-based services in the areas 

of telecommunications, resources survey and meteorological appl i-

? 
cations.- This cover~ the dev~lQpm~nt ~~ th~ ~nt~f~ 

" 
technologies required for an integrated space programme. 

1 ., Baldev Raj Nayar, India's Q.uest for Technological independ-

Po 1 icy Foundation and Policy {New Delhi, 

!!9133), vol. 1. p.241. 

2 Council of Sclentl!lc and Industrial Research, Status Report 

on Science and Technology i!l India, 1988 (New Delhi~ 1988)' 

pp~3S-36. 



The pursuance of a co-ordinated and integ~ated space pro

gramme in a salf-r~liant mann~~ WA~ld r~quir~ i 

<a J an administration which would formulate and implement 

policies and decisions ; 

~bJ the building_up of ~n infrastructure base; 

er; 

(e) the forging of cooperative relationships between the 

space programme and oth~~ nation~l agencies and the 

industry; and, 

l.f I the .b'J.il•fin~ '.lP of c•>t>p•H·a.l;iv~ rel3.t.i•"lnships -.ri+.h ~pa.1::~ 

agencies and industries in other countries. 

ADMINISTRATION 

the Government of India <GO I I entrusted the 

responsibil it'Y for ca.rrying osJ.I: spa.•::~ re~.i~;:J.r•::h l;o the Depa.rtment 

of Atomic Energy (~AEl in 1961. The lndLan National Committee 

for Spa.ce Resea.rch { INCOSPAR~ set l.lp in A•.lgiJ.st,. 1962 a.nd .. later 

the Indian Space Research Organisation ( ISROJ set up in 1969 

both under the DAE - were r~sponsible for carrying out th~ pro

grammes related to ~pace research. 

16 



In 1972, the GOI carried out a major administrative restruc

tu~ing by setting up a separate Space Commission and a Department 

of Space <DOS) under the direct jurisdiction of the Prime Minis-

ter. At the same time, lSRO was reconstituted as a Res~~rch and 

Ule f'r·ime f1inist.>Br who operates through a r1inister of State 

res pons ib I e for the Ministry of Science and Technology under 

The Minister of State operates through the 

Spa.ce Commission a.nd. the Dep-3.rt.ment of Spa.•~e the planning 

agency and the executive agency, respectively of the space pro-

3 gra.mme. 

The GOI resolution of June, 1972 which est;3.blished the Sp.:v::~ 

Commission,. assigned to it the responsibility • in the entire 

field of Science and Technolo~y of Outer Space and their Applica

tions.•4 The specific responsibilities of the Spa~~ Commission 

include 

{a l t.he f o r m u l a. t i on o f the pol icy of t.he DOS for t.he 

consideration of the Prime Minister 

3 For Organisational Chart, See Appendix 1 

4 GOI, DOS, AnniJ.a.l Report 1972-73, p.l. 
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tb) t.he prepara.tion of the budget of the DOS for the 

approval of the Government; and, 

{cl the implementation of the Government's policy in all 

matters concerning Outer 
~ 

Space.~ 

The Department of Space is the eKecutive agency of the space 

pro~r:a~Wme. 

(a.) 

Its activities cover three broad ~reas 

Spa.ce c: -vCl.ences, 

Cosmic rays, plasma physics, etc ... 

{b) Space Technology, which includes the development of 

launch vehicles, satellites, et.c ... ;and, 

{c) Spa~e Applications which represent the applications of 

s~ce technology in the fields of telecommunications, 

remote sensing, etc ... 6 

It ope l'a.tes through the { nd i-'l.t\ Spa.•::e Re~.;e;J.l'ch 0 r ~a.n i::;;a.t: i•Jn 

< I SRO l , t.he INSAT-1 space segment project ( INSAT-1 SSP l, the 

National Natural Resources Mana~ement: System (NNRftSI, the Nation-

al Remote Sensing Agency <NRSAl, and the Physical Research Labo-

ratory {PRL ). 

The I nd ia.n Spa.•::e Resea.rch tJrg;3.n isa.t. itJn ( I SRO ~ is the 

major research and development agency of the DOS. It is res pon-

sible fot• carrying out the progra.mmes of the DOS in the a.re;3.s of 

5 GOl~ DOS, Annual Report 1971-78~ pp.7-B. 

6 GO!, DOS, n.4, p.2. 
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Sp~ce Technology and Space Applications, which it does through 

its Centres/units located around the Country. The overa.ll guid-

ance and direction for carrying out the various scientific, 

technological and manageria.l tasks of the ISRO is provided by 

the lSRO Cou.nc i l a.nd the lSRO Headquat· tet·s at The 

composition of the ISRO Council include : the Secretary of the 

DOS who is also the Council's Chairman, the Directors of the ISRO 

centres, the Director of the PRL, and the Joint-Secretaries in 

the DOS. 5 

The lHSAT system is a joint venture between the DOS and the 

Department of Telecommunications, the India Meteorological De-

pzu tmen t, and the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, 

designed to provide space-based telecommunications and meteoro-

logical services. The overal I coordination and management of the 

system rests with the inter-ministerial IHSAT Coordination Com-

ruittee { [CC), whose secretariat is in the DOS. 9 While the DOS is 

responsible for the space segment of the INSAT system, the De-

partment of Posts and Telegraph, the India Meteorological Depart-

ment, Doordarsha.n and All India Radi•J are respon,3ible for the 

telecommunications ground segment, the meteorological ground-

segment, the television ground-segment, and the radio ground-

segment, respectively. 

7 GOl, DOS, Annual Report 1988-89, p.7. 

8 GOt, DOS, n. p.7. 

9 GO i • r.•os. n. 7. p. 10. 
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The DOS is the nodal agency for the establishment of the 

National Natural Resources Management System lNNRMSl. The NNRMS, 

set up in 1963, •is conceived as a system to facilitate optimal 

ut1llzation of the country's natural resources through a proper 

and systematic inventory of the resource availability and reduc

ing regional imbalances through effective planning.ft 10 A Plan

ning Committee was constituted in 1982 to guide the evolution of 

the NNRMS. 

The ma.jor components of HNR.t'tS inc l1J.rl.e ~ 

i a l en£;uring the supply of remote sensing data and facili-

ta.ting its integration vith the conventional system 

through appropriate collaborative application studies; 

{ b, infrastructure and generation of 

trained manpower; and, 

{ c ) a.pp t i ~:;;:J. t; i •>n ~3 t; 'J.d. i e:3 ~.~:. bu i l d i ntt blocks for gene r a. t ion 

of da~a base for ~he Natural Resources Information 

System lNRISl. 11 

The activities of the NNRMS are •coordinated at na.t i ona.l 

by the Planning Committee o( HHRMS CPC-NNRMSl and the 

Sta.ndin;; Committee set up ... ~Nit:h the user 

in various areas.l 2 

ministries/departments• 

10 DOS, Satellit~ Remote Sensing C ISRO, Bangalore, 1991l, p.3 

11 GOI, DOS, Annua.l Report., 1989-90, p.22. 

12 GOI, DOS, Annual ·Report, 1990-91, p.Z7. 
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The National Remote Sensing Agency, Hyderaba.d, is an autono-

i.n 1975~ and 

brought under the Department of Space in December, 1980. Its aim 

is to utilize remote sensing techniques for ethe survey, optimum 

planning and management of the country's natural resources.• 13 

The Agency is equipped with facilities for the classification and 

of earth resources using aerial and satellite data. 

At its earth station a.t Sha.dn-'3.;?a.e, NRSA receives data from the 

lfidian Remote Sensing Satellites, the French 'SPOT' and the 

America.n LANDSAT a.nd. NOAA sate!! ites, and routinely processes and. 

disseMinat.es data products to user agencies throughout the coun-

try. 

The Phy·,.iica.l Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad, is a. I so a.n 

insl.i~ution mainly supported by the Department of 

Space. It is responsible for carrying out the DOS programmes in 

the field of Space Sciences. lt is mainly engaged in studies 

connected with ethe structure and dynamics of the earth's atmos-

phere, solar-terrestrial relationships, as t ro ?b)S]ca l problems, 

investigations using met~_or sa.mple':i ·3.nd. luna.r sa.mples, la.bor-a.tory 

studies of plasma for undersl~nding iono:s:pheric phenomena,-

. • 14 etc .•.• 

13 GOl, DOS, Annual Report, 1980-81, p.37. 

14 P. Nanda Kumar, "Space Research in India, "INDIAN AND FOR-

EIGN REVIEW vol.1.5, no.? (1 Nov. 1977l, p.1.5. 
,. 
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f t 

space 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

was during the initial 

programme that the 

phase of the development 

GOI established most 

of 

of 

the 

the 

infrastructure for supporting the space programme. For ex amp I e, 

the spa.ce Science and. Techno I ogy Centre set up a.t Thumba. in 1965, 

the Rocket Propellant plant commissioned in February, 1969, ti1e 

Rocket Fabrica.tlon Facility ·~Qm.m.i~::;~::;i.oned. in Ja.nua.ry, 1971,the 

Space Applications Centre formed in 1972~ etc These unit.s 

have been grouped under various Centers which are discussed 

below: 

VIKRAM SARABHA! SPACE CENTRE 

ISRO units :.iif:ts.~.t.a-d a.t Triva.nd.rum were groiJ.ped together into 

a single entity in July, 1972 and named the Vikram Sarabhai Space 

Centre ( vssc l. VSSC is lSRO"s major resea.rch and. development 

e·£;4f..abii-s;hment working on the development of sounding rockets, 

sa.te I 1 i te launch vehicles, and ground and vehicle-borne instru-

menta.ti.on. These include Rohini and Menaka sounding rockets, the 

SLV-3, the ASLV, tbe PSLY, avionics and mission dynamics, so I id 

propellants and chemicals, materials and mechanical 

syste~s, and co31.~uters and information systems. 15 

15 CS!R, n.2, p.39. 
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VSSC ca~~ies out its activities th~ough its va~ious units 

the Space Sclence and Technology Centre lSSTC}, the Rocket Pro-

pella.nt Plant (RPPl, the Rocket Fabrication Facility lRFFl, the 

Propellant Fuel Complex lPFC) and the Thumba Equatorial Rocket 

Launching Station ITERLSJ. 

The Space Sci~nce and Tec~nology Centre lSSTCI was es ta.b-

Ei1;0hed in 1965 as a research and development unit on the Veli 

Hill. 1 t is divided into the following functi~Jn.a.l groups 

Che~icals and Materials, Composites, 

Propulsion and Systems Reliability- which share the responsibil-

ity for re~earch and development in p r ope 1 I an t s , propulsion 

systems, rocket hardware, design, on-board and ground electronics 

and Control systems for application in launch vehicles, pay 1 oa.ds 

and spacecraft systems and for their test and qualification. 16 

The Rocket Propellant Plant lRPPl was commissioned in Febru-

ary 1969 for the production of solid propellant blocks. 

The Propellant Fuel Complex, Thumba, was set up for the 

purpose of produci~g a variety of polymeric fuel binders for hi$h 

energy solid propellants, special polysters, formaldehyde, polyu-

rethane resins, etc .••. 
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VSSC also has extension centres at Val iamala for the PSLV 

project and at Vattlyoorkavu for the development of Composites. 

And, it has an experimental plant to manufacture homonym perchlo

e r a. t e a. t: A l w a.y e. 

ISRO SATELLITE CENTRE 

This centre was est~hlished in 1972 at: Ba~galore as a part 

of the ~lSSG a.nd !ool3.:3 named. a.s the Indian Scientific Satellite 

Project f. ISSPL its purpose was to design and fabricate India's 

first scientific satellite- ARYABHATA. In November, 1976, it was 

reconstituted as a. full-fledged ISRO Satellite Centre ( ISACI with 

fabricating, integrating and 

testing of Indian spa.cecra.ft for scientific, technologica.l, a.nd 

ment of satellite technology. lt is organized into five main 
\ 

groups the Spacecraft Electronics Group, the A~titude and Orbit 

Control Systems Group, the Mission Planning a.nd Development 

Group, and the Technical Support Services Grou.p. 17 !SAC includes 

a 'La.rge Spa~e Simulation Chamber'. 

SPACE APPL !CAT {I)N CENTRE 

The Spa.•::e Appl ica.tions Centre, Ahmeda.ba:d, was established in 

September, f97l with the aim of applying the benefits accruing 

from the spa.ce progra.mme in the a.rea.~:a of Sf::>C io-ecQnom ic impor-

In this connection, the Centre 8 conceptualizes plans and 

17 GO I, DOS, .. n. 7, p. 81. · 
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executes Research and Development Programmes and projects leading 

to practical applications of space technology.• 16 

lts a.c t i v i t i e s are covered by various f unc t i on3.1 groups 

which "execute and manage programmes relating to telecommunica-

tions and television-broadcasting via satellites; use of remote 

sensing techniques to survey earth resources; space meteorology 

and satellite geodesy.w19 

18 

The Centre is made up of the following units 

f. a.) The Experimental Sate! lite Communication Earth Sta-

tion, set up in August, 1.967 at Ahmedabad, with the aim 

of establishing contacts with communications sate!-

lites. It also provides training facilities in satel-

lite communications technology to students from both 

within and outside th~ co~ntry; 

(bl The Sate! lite Communications Systems Division, respon

sible for the design, installation and Commissioning of 

satellite communication earth station. systems 

(c) The Sensing a.nd Meteorological A p p l i ca. t. i o n s 

0 L'.r is ion f.RSMD> whose main obj~ctive is to utilise 

CS I R, n. 2, p.39. 

19 GOl, DOS, n.5, p.8. 
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l e l 

space technology for the collection of data relating to 

the earth's surface and its atmosphere and use them for 

applications in various fields like agriculture, 

estry, 20 meteorology, etc ..• 

The Microwave Division~ responsible for meeting 

for-

the 

requirements in microwave systems for sate I 1 i tes, 

\ aunch •o~eh ic t e:.:;, and ground systems operating at micro-

wave frequencies, and, 

lfl The Audit:>-visual Instructional Division lAIJlD), formed 

in J una, 1971. 

LlQ.IJID PROPIJLSION SYSTEMS CENTRE lLPSCl 

The Liquid P~opulsion Systems Centre <LPSCl was formed 

during 1987-88. lt was initially set up as the Auxiliary Propul-

sion System Unit with the responsibility for the development of 

1 

I 

auxiliary propulsion systems for satellite and launch vehicles. I 

[n HJ85, it was merged with the Liquid Propulsion Project of 

ISRO, and the new unit was named the Liquid Propulsion System 

IJ n l 1: { LPSU ) • It was to be responsible for the cteyelopment of thej 

Cryogenic engine and rocket for 
I 

the Geosynchronous Satellite 1 

Launch Vehicle lGSLVl pi'oject, in addition to its earlier respon-

sibility for the development of auxiliary propulsion systems. 

20 GOI, DOS, n. 4, pp. 6-7. 
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During 1987-88, the resources and expertise of the LPSU was 

canso 1 ida ted 
21 

and the LPSU was formed. LPSC has its develop-

ment wings at Ba.ngalore and Trivandrum lthe Valiamala Campusl. 

with the former concentrating on satellite control systems and 

the latter on launch vehicle control systems. The Centre also 

runs a Liquid Propulsion Test Facility in the Mahc~d~agiri Hi! ls 

of Tamilnadu, and a p~ecision transdycer manufacturing f a.c i l i ty 

at Banga I ore. 

DEVELOPf1ENT AND EDIJCAT !ONAL COMMUN ICAT !ON IJN !T 

The Development and Educational Communication Unit <DECU l, 

Ahmed.a.ba.d, established during 1983-84 for the purpos•~ of 

consolidating the various audio-visual software activities of the 

ISRO since the Sa. t: e I l i t e Instructional Television Experiment 

was carried out. The unit maintains close cooperation 

with Doordarshan/Ministry of Information and Broadcasting and is 

:r·es;po1lls;ible for ethe production of development and educational 

programmes, related resea.rc:h, t~a.ining, etc •... , especially in 

support of !NSAT 
?? 

set"J ices."~- I t also provides 

Consultancy services to various users in planning 

technica.l 

equipment 

selectit:>n and. installation opePations of tetevision studios. 

21 GOI, DOS, Annual Report, 1987-88, p.83. 

22 GOI, DOS, Annual Report, 1983-84, p.8. 
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This is in addition to its involvement in the conception, plan-

nlng and socio-economic evaluation of spa~e applications pro-

gra.mmes. DECU also conducts national and international training 

pl·ogra.mmes on commun ica.t ions resear-ch a.nd video pr-og l:'a.mme produ.c-

t ion. 

I SRO I NTERrlAL SYSTEMS UN l T 

The I SR:.O Inertial Systems Unit lllSU• was esta.bl ished a.t 

Trivandrum dur-ing 1990-91 with the pur-pose of consolidating and 

promoting the •efforts put in so far- in the inertial systems for-

sate!! ites and 1 a.unch 
-,q 

veh i1~ l es" • .t-·J Facilities at this unit ar-e 

being set up for producing Inertial Sensor Systems. 

SHAR CENTRE 

This Centre has developed into a majol:' Centre of !SRO with 

• test, a.sseilltbly and launch facilities for large multi-stage 

r6ckets and satellite launchers, and tra.ck ing, t e 1 em e t r- y a. n d 

telecommand stations for Indian spacecraft.•24 

The Centre':; m.a.jor- responsibilities include: the provision 

of rocket test and launch facilities, the management ot !SRO's 

na.t ion w'ide tracking network, and, the production of solid 

propel !ants for sounding rockets and launch vehicles. 

23 GOI, DOS, Annual Report, 1990-91, p.72. 

24 Kenneth Gatland., THE II lustrated EncYclopedia of Space 

Technology <London, 1981), p.59. 
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It is composed of five units- the Rocket Sled Facility, the 

gt~tiP T~~t iv~lu~tlao ComplsK~ the Solld Propellant Rocket 

Booster Pla.nt, the Sriharikota Computer Facilities, a.nd the 

Sriharikota Launch Complex, which is pa.r t of the ISRO Range 

Complex < IREX l. 

The Rucket Sled Fa.ct.lity {SLED~ consist of ·a. 4 km long rail 

~rack on which rocket vehicles, carrying test specimens are 

propel led to supersonic speeds. The fa.cil ity is used for testing 

the performance of spacecraft during their launch. 

The Static Test Evaluation Complex lSTE~l was set up for 

the purpose of providing the follO\..ring faci I ities (a) for 

ground-testing large propulsion systems and sub-systems used in 

sounding rockets and satellite launch vehicles; (b) for simulated 

h i g h- a. l t i t IJ.d e testing of rocket motors used in the upper 

of launch v~hicles and control rocket motors; and, (c) 

test stand for spin and vibration tests and a multi-purpose 

d 25 stan . 

s ta.ges 

static 

test 1 

The Solid Propellant Rocket Booster Plant <SPROBl was com-

in 1977 with the purpose of processing large-si::!:ed 

propel la.nt grains for the satellite launch vehicles and the sEa~~ 

motors. 

The SHAR Computer Facilities lSCOFl serves tsao•s needs for 

25 Mohan Sundara. Raja.n, India. in Spa.ce lNew Delhi, 19761, p.30. 
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real-time computing and data processing during satellite opera-

tlons and rocket launches. lt also provides support for other 

scientific and management oriented applications. 

The lSPJ) Ra.n;.;~ CompaeK f. lRE~ ~~ a p<nt of the SHAR Centre, 

has launch ranges at Sriharikota, Balasore and Thumba. l t con-

sists of block houses, launch pads, control centre, vehicle 

telemetry, telecommand and tracking systems, data 

links, closed-circuit television, range timing, i ntercommun ica.-

'\.ion, -~nd 

?6 ranges.-J 

f ac i l i ties at a 1 1 the three 

The Sriharikota Launch CompleK is the most important 

laun~h 

launch 

facility of it. he J6i:EX. Its facilities include: the sounding 

rocket launch facility, the SLV-3, ASLV and PSLV Launch Complex-

es, the liquid booster complex, range instrumentation for teleme-

t. r y a. n d t r a c k i n g , ran g e e n g i nee r i n g , e t c . . . . 

The Balasore Rocket Launching Station <BRLS) was set up in 

January, 1979 as part of ISRO's contribution to the International 

NQHEX programme. This range can launch rockets from latitudes 

which are higher compared to those from Sriharikota and- Thumba.. 

The Thumba Equatorial Rocket Launching Station <TERLSl was 

the first launch facility to be established in India. l n 1965, 

26 GO[, DOS, n. 13, p.30. 
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the Unitsd Nations recognised it as an internationa.l fa.cility 

open to a.ny· member of the United Nations. This range was estab-

lished for purpose of developing and maintaining a fully-equipped 

range for the purpose of supporting "scientific experiments with 

necessary launch instrumentation and other back-up facilities for 

carrying out 

27 atmosphere. ft 

investigations in the 

ISRO TELEMETRY TRACKING .AND COMMAND NETWORK 

equatorial upper 

Th~ ISRO Telemetry Tracking and Command Network 1• l ST!:-~AC l, 

with its headquarters at Bangalore, controls the ground network 

facilities which support ISRO sate! lite and launch vehicle mis-

sions by providing Tra.cking, Telemetry and Comma.nd (TTCl support. 

ISTRAC's responsibilities include "the development and operation 

.of interface, ···o software packages and the network stat1ons. ·-

lSTRAC's network s t a. t i on s a. r e l oca. ted at Sriha.rikota, 

Ahmedabad, Trivandrum, Lucknow, Car Nicobar and Kavalur. They 

provide ground support for tracking, data acquisition and space-

craft control operations. 

MASTER CDNTROL FACILITY 

The - s 
Master· Control Faci 1 ity tMCF), a.t HasJ\a.n, is the ma.j or 

Control Centre for the INSAT series both during the launch and 

27 GO!, DOS, Annual Report, 18/S-/9, p.LI. 

28 GO!, DOS, n. 21, p.84. 
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It was set up for undertaking the fol-
. 

lowing functions for the control and manageme~t of lNSAT-1 

{a) satellite commanding and ranging; (b) satellite 

health-monitoring and on-orbit testing; {c) reception and proc-

of satellite telemetry ranging and test data; {dl recep-

tion and processing of very High Resolution Radar Data for quick-

At present, MCF has four earth stations and an 

Sate! lite Control Centre. While two of the earth stations have 

catered to the INSAT-1 series, two more have been added to sup-

MANPOWER 
\ 

The aims of the Scientific Policy, enunciated by the Sci en-

t.if tc PJ:d l·~:l Resolution of 19Sr:-~ included, a.mong others, ensuring 

~ ,_. ' " h j '- h I. 1 f3L_,.,.,..,,-.,,t1e l. 30 Ar.cor·d-an a ....... eo::p;.;::;.,_e supp.y o. t'e,.:;eaxc a.n•. •.ec n ca ·-•'-"-" _ 

ingly, the GO! establish,..::!d. 3. nu.mb,~r of institutions for education 

and research in various scientific disciplines. 

Thus:, the 1969:::; marked the GOI's attempt to build '• a CauJre of 

Scientific and Technical Personnel in all fields of science and 

technology, inclu0ing spa£e science and technology. This led to 

29 GO!, DOS, n. 13; p.ll. 

30 GOI, Scientific Po~icv Reso~ution S»ew De3hi, 1958). 

C-
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an almost twenty-fold inc~~as~ in the number of scientific and 

technical personnel involved in space resear~h within the country 

between 1965 and 1969. IJhi le there wa.s only 110 scientific 

personnel engaged in space ~esea~ch in 1965, ·this number went up 

to 2.~)00 by 1969. 31 

During the 1970,3 a.nd the 1980s, the number of personnel 

i n\•·o l 'Jed in the space programme steadily increased, but at a 

more moderate pace. By the time of the launch of India's first 

satell it.e, ARYABHATA, in 1975, the number of scientific personnel 

engaged. in the spa.ce programm~ ha.d more than doubled since 1969 

t>D 5.137. This number had increased to 6,200 by March, 1981 and 

upto 8,835 by Ma~ch, 1985. And, by March, 1992, some 10,527 

scientific and technical personnel were involved ~ith the Indian 

':l.? Space Programme.~-

Between 1975 and 1992, the number of administ~a.tive staff 

engaged in the space programme increased from 2765 to 5395. 

FINANCIAL OUTLAYS 

The DOS, being an agency of the GO!, is solely dependent on 

the la.tte~ for·it~ fina~~~La.i ~esources. The Government decides 

the allocations to be made for-the space programme on the basis 

31 GO l, DAE, Atomic Energy and Space Research _~Profile for 

the Decade 1970-80 (New Delhi~ 1970}~ p.3.1. 

See Appendix 2. 
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of the projections contained in the Space Research Profile which 

t . d ~~ covers a .en-year per1o .vv The allocations are made as part of 

the plan outlays on an yearly basis. 

The first Space Profile projected a cost estimate to the 

tune of Rs. 165 crores for the ten-year period 18/0-~0, with Rs. 

62 crores to be provi~ed during 1970-75 and Rs. 103 crores during 

1975-80. The actual provisions made during the Fourth and Fifth 

Plan periods (1969-70 to 1978-791 was Rs. 31.10 crores and Rs. 

128.27 crores respectively. 34 

The second Space Profile 118~0-801 projected an estimate ot 

Rs. 851 crores, with Rs. 377 crores to be allocated during l!:H:W-

85 and Rs. 477 crores during 1985-90. Actual provisions made 

during the Sixth and Seventh Plan Periods !1980-81 to 1989-90) 

R 3Q ~ 7~ d R 107r t· l ~s was 's. ~2 • .!... crores an s. :::> crores respec 1ve y. ~ · 

A study of the area-wise distribution of funds during the 

Fourth Plan period indicates that Research and Development on 

Space Technology,, Space Applications and Space Sciences received 

the largest share with about ~4 per cent annually, on an average. 

---------------------~-----------------------------------------

33 Three Profiles have been drawn up so far for the 1~/0s, 

1980s, a.nd the 1990s. Cost Projections made by the first 

two Profiles are given in Appendixes 3 and 4. 

34 GO!, DAE, n. 31, p.41 and CSlR, n.2, p.10. 

35 CSIR, n. 2, pJlO~ 
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This '!.tas also t.h>e c.Mse dur-in:g the Fiift.h p.~·l:!.V"I poer-·iioo when Resear-ch 

and Development received about 39 per cent annually, on an aver-

age. This was followed by the infrastructure facilities grouped 

as 'Ranges a.nd. Facilities' with a.n a.vera.ge of 33 per cent of the 

a! J oca ~-ions p>e r- year. Projects received 24 per cent and Direc-

tion and Administration.3.6 per cent every year. 36 

During the Sixth and Seventh Plan periods {1980-90) the 

Operationalisation phase of the space programme, allocations were 

made under the following categories: Rocket Development, Sa.te l-

I ite Development, Space Applications, Space Sciences, INSAT-1, 

and Direction and Administration. During the ten year period 

represented by these Plans, Rocket Development received the 

highest share of the annual allocations with 41.27 per cent on an 

This was followed by Satellite Development, Space 

Applications, Space Sciences, INSAT-1, and Direction and Adminis-

tration with annual averages of 22.75, 9.56, 3.43, 

3.44 respectively. 

These statistics indicate that the thrust of 

18. 91, and 

the I nd i a.n 

Space Programme during the 1970s was on Research and Development 

in an effort a~ mastering the basics in spa~e technology, space 

appiicat.ions and space sciences. This period saw the carrying 

36 See Appendix 6. 
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out of several experimental projects for the purpose of testing 

th~ va~iow~ t~ahnologiss acquired and davalcpad by Indian Space 

- the Satellite Instructional Television Experiment, 

the development of the ARYABHATA and the two Satellites far Earth 

Observation, the launch of the SLV-3, etc .... , are some examples. 

During the 1980s, the thrust was on the development and 

operational isation of the applications sate! 1 ites, utilisation of 

the services provided by them, and the launch vehicles required 

for in oribit. E.g., the Indian Remote Sensing 

Sate! lites and the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle. 

INTERNAL COOPERATION 

ln accordance with the goal of overall national development 

which was sough( to be achievetthraugh the space progra.m, the 

Bn>tliian [•>e]P8r1..M>ent of Space made it a pol icy to involve as many 

I 

national agencies, institutions, a.nd industries a.s possible in 

the executlon of Lts various p~ojects. Initially, this took the 

form of "sub-contracting of specific jobs, participation of 

from other agencies ln technlcat revlew of the ele-

ments of the space programme and exchange of scieAtific informa.-

tion." 37 

However, the increasing complexity of the technologies 

involved in the space programme led to a more formal mechanism 

:37 GOI, DOS, n. 16, p.38. 
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for involving external agencies ih the space programme. This 

took the form of the establishment 'in 1&?6 of the ~SRO sp>O.<nsored 

Research Programme <RESPONDI, and the decision taken by the DOS 

in 1978 to make the maKimum use of capabilities of Indian 

t.r·y in oe:.aur-nfing ~:ut. all -sopace p:r·ojBct.s. 

This policy results in the improvement of the 

j::3.p3.blli.ttes of [ndl.:3.n industl·y, while at the same time, benefit-

tng the space programme. For example, in the case of the devel-

~pment of the satellite programme, this policy not only "pa ;.d 

dividends in terms of a much shorter gestation period for the 

satellite programme but also served to distribute the philosophy 

of exacting quality among all the agencies concerned.• 38 

This programme was initiated by ISRO in 1976 with the J>IJ.['-

pose of esta~lishing •a strong interaction between ISRO and the 

academic institutions in the country to carry out jointly, re-

search, developmental and education~! activities of relevance to 

the Indian Space Programme. " 39 The aim was to support the space 

programme throug~ the development of a large base in space re-

search at academic institutions, training of the manpower to be 

38 N.N. Sach i tana.nd, Sate II ites, "THE 

HI ND_!L< MADRAS), 28 May 1979. 

39 GOI, DOS, n.7, p.GG. 
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involved in space research, building-up of the infrastructure 

facilities for space research a.nd., nurturing of indigenous 

capab i l i ty. 

The major activities supported by RESPOND are 

(a) ~e£earch projects in space science, applications and 

technology areas; 

(b) the Spa~e Technology CelIs lSTCl at academic institu-

tions for carrying our research in advanced technology 

a.rea.s; a.nd, 

(c) educational activities, Conferences/symposia, semi na.rs 

d b I . t. t. . .. . 40 an pu 1ca 10n ac lvl .... Ies. 

These activities are carried out by ISRO on the advice of 

the RESPOND Programme Board, comprising of members drawn from the 

aca.dem ic community, representatives from !SRO Centers and from 

the Physical Research Laboratory . 

. The three Space Technology Cells, established as part of the 

RESPOND fH·og l'all'&me, ;3.re located at the Indian Institute of 

Scien•::.e, Bangalare, and the l·ndian Institutes of Technology a.t 

Bombay and Madras. They carry out r~search and development 

activities in select space technology areas. 

ISRO, through RESPOND, has supported 210 research projects 

at 80 institutions til I March, 1992. 41 The institutions include 

40 GO I, DOS, n. 11, p. 5.5. 

41 GO I, DOS, n. 12, p. 66·. 
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universities, I ITS, national labor4tories, regional engineering 

collegP-!3, and public sector lndustrles with the involvemP-nt of 

about 1,200 scientists and engineers. 42 

INDUSTRY 

The Department of Space has, over the years, made concerted 

efforts 

e >< e.c u t i on 

to p~~mote coope~ation with the Indian industry in 

of the various projects of the space prog ra.mme. 

the 

The 

po 1 icy has evolved from "an informal sub-contracting level to a 

more formal collaborative pArtnership made 

increasing complexity of the programme.• 4 3 

necessary by the 

Accordingly, a two-way partnership has been evolved bet\..•een 

the space programme and the industry in order to bu i I d up a. 

susta.ina.ble relationship which would be advantageous to both. it 

involves "the transfer of advanced technologies developed in the 

Space programme to industry and the provision of technotogical 

consultancy from the space programme to industry on the one hand, 

and the utilisation of industry's own technological potentia.! on 

the others.• 44 

42 GO!, DOS, n.7,p.66. 

43 Anita Bhatia., " 1 nd ia • s Space Programme Cause for 

Concern?", ASIAN SURVEY <Berkeley) 1/01. 25, no. 10 <OCT. 

1985), p.1021. 

44 GO!, DOS, n.7, p.68. 
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transfer, carried out through Technoiogy 

T r.a.ns fer Group, serves three ::aa.jor pu.rpo:~es: !.:::.l it 

requirements of the Space Programme through buy-back arran~emeQts 

of pt' od.uc ts for which technology ~as tra.n:~f err-ed to 

l nd u.s t l' y ; {b) it caters to the market for space applications 

within the country which has been generated by the Space progrmme 

in the areas of satellite communications, television and radio 

broadcasting, remote sensing for natu.r.a.t reso1J.t·ces, and meteoro-

logical ser\•ices; and, (cl it exploits the full potential of the 

spa.ce technologies developed indig~nously for var iou.s spin-off 

• - 4 - 45 -i:l\if:'P! ll. c-~ .•. 1 ons. 

In 1982, ISRO la.unched it.:~ Technology Consulta.ncy SRr'J ic8:5 

for •~he purpose of offering its expertise in a wide range of 

technologies and engineering disciplines to industries and other 

Research and Development institutions. 

T i I I March, 1992, lSRO has tra.nsferred 181 technologie:::; to 

the Indian Industry in the areas of Electronics and Computer 

Based Systems, Optics and Opto-Electronic Instruments, Mechanical 

and others, Chemicals and Materials, and Telecom, Meteorological 

and television hardware. 46 

Apart from tech~~)ogy transf~r, the other modes of lSRO's 

cooperation with industry are fabrication contracts, development 

con t r a.c t s , j o i n t des i g n a. n d de v e l o p men t, an d., sup p l y to industry 

of special items. 

45 ibid, p.68. 

46 GOI, DOS, n. 12, p.69. 
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The space programme has also been benefited by the techno-

logical potential and expertise of .the Indian Industry which has 

provided •crucial support in developing indigenous capability for 

the production of specialised systems such as precision inertial 

:&>en"F->Dlll""·-s;/·s:_y-s;t.'f.'(ltl!IS for naviga.tion and guidance, liquid propulsion 

eng ines/st.a.ges, etc ... ~ 47 It ha.s .a.lso pla.yBd. a.n importa.nt role 

in the supply of rocket fuels, in the augmentation of the track-

lng in the supply ~f systems and components for 

ISRO's satellites. 

The demands on industry ma.d.e by the spa.ce progra.mme ha.v e 

also resulted in the establishment 9f divisions and units within 

priva.te and public sector industries which cater exclusively to 
., 

the needs of the space programme. One such example is the Space 

Electronics Division of the Bharat Electronics Limited. 

NATIONAL AGENCIES 

The Indian Space Programme has also co-opted various nation-

a.l a.;~enc les in pursuance of its objectives. lSRO has estab-

I ished a formal link with the University Grants Commission in a.n 

effort at fostering linkage at the policy level with the national 

education system. The purpose was to develop a strong academic 

base within the country which could be made responsible to the 

needs of the Space programme in the areas of space sciences, 

applications and te~hnology.48 

47 GOl, DOS, n. 21, p.73. 

48 GOI, DOS, n. 5, p.70. 
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The Satellite Instructional Te~evision Experiment involved, 

besides the Department of Space, the__..Ministries of 1nforma.tion 

and Broadcasting, Health, Communications, 

Planning and Education. 

Agriculture~ Family 

The INSAT system is a joint venture of the Department of 

Space, the Department of Telecommunications, the India 

Meteor~Jlogica.l r~ e p 3. r t me n t , A l l India Radio and Doordarshan. 

While the DOS is responsible for the establishment, operation and 

maintenance of the space segment, the other agencies are res pon-

sible for the various ground-segments of the system - t\':!lecommu-

nica.tions, meteorological, radio and television. 

Similarly, the Indian Middle Atmosphere Programme (!MAP) 

i n v o l ·.r i n g the D 0 S , the De p a. r t men t of S c i e n c e and T e c h no I o g y , the 

C•epat· f:~en t of A;~t· i.cul ture, the Department of Education, the 

Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, the University 

Grants Commission and MTCA - is a multi-agency programme for the 

invest iga.t ion of the physical and chemica.! phenomena. and. 

taking place in the Earth's atmosphere between 10 to 

100 km. 

The Physical Research Laboratory <PRL) has conducted several 

ana!y5es on t.he Ju~ar rock sa~pJes, provided by the Soviet 

Academy of Sciences, in a. multi-a.gency resea.rch progra.mme which 

involved the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, the Geological Survey 

of India and the Indian Institutes of Technology, Bomba.y and 

Kanpur. 49 

49 GO!, DOS. n.5. p.68. 
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The National Natural Resources Management System was I:!St/ab-

li.shed by the Depa~tment of Spa£e with the participation of 

number of Central and State departments. 

The Na.t iona.l Aeronautical laboratory CNALl has played an 

important role in India's Space Programme. I t fabricated the 

dynamic balancing machine used for ARYABHATA and also the satel-

! i tes notation cha.mber. It has also conducted wind-tun~el tests 

for sounding rockets and the SLV-3. 1 t is also involved in 

specialised fabrication, materials development, and testing and 

I t 
.. 50 

e v a ua . 1 on • 

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 

India was initially dependent on the expertise and services 

of other advance countries to a large extent. Even though indi-

genisation has been achieved to a good degree, the country is 

still dependent for certain key components on the advanced coun-

tries. These include: high-speed momentum wheels for the INSAT-2 

series, I ight-detecting CCDS used in remote sensing ca.me ra.s, 

cells for the sate! lites batteries and solar array, titanium 

tanks for fuel and helium, Kevlar fibers used for the upper stage 

casing, etc .... 51 

.50 ibid, p. 70. 

51 N. Gopal Raj, ~Future Shock; The Imp l ica.t. ions for 1 SRO, 

~FRONTLINE vol.9, no. 11 < 5 June, 1992!, pp 9-12. For a 

list of items imported along with their suppliers, see 

Appendix 7. 
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India has also been dependent on other countries for the launch 

of its appllcatlons satel~ites. 

Its m.a.jo r partners in the field of space technology have 

been: the United States, the former Soviet Union, France and 

Germany {formerly West Germany). India. a.lso maintains a. coopera.-

tive relationship with the European Space Agency. 

I t wa.~:i the United Sta.tgs which formally began the Indian 

Spac~ Programme by launching a Nike~Apache sounding rocket from 

the Thumba. Equa.toria.l Rocket. La.unching Sta.tion in November, 1963. 

The United States had, earlier, helped India. in designing the 

T h u mba. r a. n g e , and it also trained the first grou.p of Indian 

. . k t I h. d t · 52 engineers 1n roc .e aunc 1ng an range opera 1on. 

According to Milholfin, NASA, the U.S. space agency also 

provided JSRO with technical reports on the U.S. Scout rocket's 

design. He further asserts that lndia.'s SLV-3 is virtually 

identifical in design to the Scout. 5 3 

52 Gary Milhollin, •fndia''5 Missiles: With a Little Help from 

Our Friends, •Bulletin Qi_ the Atomic Scientist'5 <Chicago) 

vol.45, no.9 <Nov. 1989!, p.32. 

53 ibid, p.32. 
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In 1975, the United States loaned its ATS-6 satellite to 

India for a period of one year for conducting the Sate! lite 

Instructional Television Experiment. In 1978, the DOS entered 

into a contract with Ford Aerospace and Communications Corpora-

tion <USA> for the supply of four INSATs and also for the supply 

of equipment for the Satellite Control Centre of the Master 

Control Facility at Hassan, and other miscellaneous equipment and 

- 54 ser\• 1ces. 

And, in July, 1978 the DOS signed a Memora.ndum of Under-

standing with NASA for the provision by the latter of launch 

services for the INSAT spac~craft. NASA launched the lNSAT-1A in 

1.98 2 , the I N SAT- 1 B i n 0 c to be r , 19 8 3 , and the l N SAT- 1 D in 

.June, 1990. 

NASA has also loaned certain equipment to the I nd ia.n 

Institute of Technology, New Delhi, for conducting laboratory 

investigations on the 'Mossbauer Effect' for space appl ica.tions 

purpose. 5 5 

Under an Indo-US Memorandum of Understanding, the National 

Remote Sensing Agency has been receiving data from U.S. Landsat 

and NQAA satellites. 

54 GO!, DOS, n. 27, p.6. 

55 GO!, DOS, Annu~ Report 1976-77, p.56. 
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SOVIET UNION 

lnda-Bovist aooperation in space besan in the early 

1960s when the Soviet Union gave token assistance to India in the 

development of the Thumba rocket station in the form of a Minsk 

Computer, a,i helicopter and a shaketable. 56 

Collaborative research work began in 1970 with the weekly 

launching of Soviet M-100 rockets from Thumba for joint meteoro-

logical and aeronomy studies, which still continues. 

The Soveit Union offered its expertise for the fabrication 

of India's first satellite, ARYABHATA. lt supplied the solar and 

for the power supply sys tern, stablisation 

systems, on-board computer memory systems, etc ... for 

ARYABHATA. 57 

I n 1975, lSRO and the USSR Academy of Sciences signed an 

for the supply of equipment for the JSRO Satellite 

Tracking and Ranging Station {STARS} at Kavalur, which 

an AFU-75 Camera and laser equipment.58 

The Soviet Union has also provided launch services 

included 

for a 

111U!Jllber of !n>t!i.c~n s;.at.oe:JI ites - ARYABHATA ( 19751, BHASKARA-1< 1979 l, 

BHASKARA-2 (1981}, the Indian Remote Sensing Satellites IRS-lA 

56 R. Ramachandran, •cooperation in Space Technology Indo-

Soviet Experience, •THE HINDU <Madras), 19 Nov. 1988. 

57 ibid, 

58 ibid, 
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(1988) and IRS-18(1991!. And, the Soveit Union also placed the 

first Indian in Space in April, 1984. 

Indian Scientists have also participated in the Soviet 

h b I d . . l t. I;Q programma for t e ui 1ng and operation of orb1ta sta 1ons.~-

FRANCE 

Cooperation with France dates back to the 1960s when French 

sounding rockets were launched from Thumba. In 1964, India. 

entered into agreement with Sud Avi'ation <Fra.nce~ f::.H the I i-

censed production in India of the Centaur rockets. 60 

In April, 1972, ISRO concluded an agreement with the French 

£entr~ National d'Etudes §patia!es <CNESl for collaboration in 

space research and set up a CHES-ISRO Joint Commission. 

During the 1970s, ISRO engineers participated in the French 

'Viking' liquid engine development program through an agreement 

with the Societe ,Europeane de .Propulsion <SEPl. And in 1974, 

ISRO acquired the knowhow for the design. development and testing 

of this engine from SEP.6 1 

59 Vitali Sevastyanov and Vladimir Pryakhin, Mankfnd's Road to 

the Stars <New Del hi, 1988.), p. 32. 

GO GOI, DAE, n.31, p.27. 

61 Parliamenta.ry News a.nd Views service Compendium Q_f_ Policy 

Statements made in the Parliament (Budget Session), 1986, 

!New Delhi, 1987),p.36. 
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France has also conducted training programmes for lSRO 

f.!ngineers and sclt:!ntists in various fields in French space 

search establishments.62 

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

West Germany {formerly) was another major partner of India's 

Space Programme. Cooperation began with an umbrel Ia agreement 

signed in 1971 between the two governments. ln July, 1973, a 

training programme was commenced for ISRO personnel at the West 

German space research establishment. 

FRG assisted India in the dev€1opment of three major tech-

nologies Guidance, Rocket Testing, and Composite Materials. 

The !.Jest German aerospace agency, I Deutsche Forschungsanstal t fJ,u 

Luftfahrt und Ra.u.mfa.hr t ~- ) DLR, first bega.n its coo)per;3.t ion 
'---"' 

~ i th lSRO in 1076 on gui.d.a.n·~e te·::hnolog:r. It helped indian 

scientists in fabricating interferometers which are useful for 

gu id i n.g rockets from the ground. Later, under· the Autonomous 

Pa.yloa.d Control Rocket Experiment lAPC-REX) - joint programme 

between India and Germany- DLR helped India in the development 

of 
1-;':l 

an autonomous navigation system for satellites.~~ 

62 GOJ. !:i•OS. n. 55, p. 55. 

63 Milhol lin, n. 52, p.33. 
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In the field of rocket testing, DLR tested a model of the 

first stage of the SLv-3 in its wind tunnel at Cologne- Po~tz in 

1974-75. Later, it helped India in building rocket test 

facilities by wfurnishing a complete facility design and training 

Indian engineers in high-altitude t.esting.w 64 

D L R t r a. i ned I n d i a. n s c i en t i s t s : i n co in p o s i t e s a t S t u. t t g a.r- t a. n d 

Braunschweig. The subject ranged from glassfibre reinforced 

plastics via impregnated materials to Carbon fibre reinforced 
I 

composites, which helped Indian scientists to make rocket nozzles 

and nose cones. 65 DLR also supplied the documentation for a. 

precision filament-winding machine which would help in using the 

composites. The plan was commissioned in 1985-86. 

fsRO and DLR scientists also worked jointly for developing 

software for large-scale computer networking. 

FRG also helped India to expand the National Remote Sensing 

Agency through an lndo-FRG Techn ica.l Coopoeration Progra~me. 

This programme also involved the training of Indian scientists 

a. n d e n g i nee r- s and joint projects in microwave remote sensing, 

forestry and vegetat~on mapping, 

66 and geology. 

64 ibid, p. 35. 

65 ibid, 

cartography, 

66 GO!, DOS, Anil_!:.!al Report, 1984-85, p. 49. 
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Under a joint prog£amme, DFVLR developed a Monocular Electro 

Optical Stereo Scanner, which was one of the payloads carried by 

the &econd of the Stretched Rohini Satellite Series. 

EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY 

The European Space Agency lE~Al has also been an important 

partner in the India Space programme. Its contributiDn has 

been mainly in the area. of launch services. In June, 1981, it 

launched the India Experimental Geostationary Communications 

Technology Sate! I ite - otherwise known as APPLE. And, in July, 
,........_. 

1988, ESA's Ariane launch vehicle pljaced INSAT-lC in its 
. '---"' 

trans-

fer orbit. The ~riane-4 launch vehicle has also launched the 

INSAT-2A spacecraft on 10 July, 1992. 

ESA has also trained Indian specialities in me t e o r o I a g i ca. l 

satetEite data p~ocess[ng and in the area of satellite mission 

operations and control. 

The base on whch ISRO - ESA Cooperation rests i.s the 

1976 agreement signed by the two agencies for strengthening their 

relationship and for establishing mechanisms which would •facili-

tate the development of Cooperationw between them in the peace~ul 

uses of outer spac,. 67 The areas of cooperation it covers a.re: 

information exchan~e, exchange of visits by Scientists, award of 

fellowships to scieritific and technical ~ersonnel, making avail-

able test facilities and tracking and telemetry support. 

67 GOl, DOS, n. 27, p.44. 
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CHAPTER - 3 

PROJECTS OF THE SPACE PROG~AMM~ 

The basic goal of the Indian Space Programme has been t.o 

utilise spa.:::e technology for achieving practical benefits, 

especially in the areas of telecommunications, rewule ::;~n::;ing, 

and meteorology. Accordingly, the immediate objective has been 

to develop, in a self-reliant manner, the appropriate technology 

systems, namely, satellites for the various applications, and the 

necessary 

orbits. 

launch vehicles for placing them in the appropriate 

In accordance with this objective, a number of projects were 

undertaken by the Indian Space Establishment. During the devel-

opmental phase of the Indian Space Programme, these projects were 

on an experimental basis and ftfocussed on developing the neces-

experience to enable the design, manufacturing and opera-

tional teams to make best use of the technology available. " 1 The 

projects undertaken during this phase include: the Satellite 

Instructional Television Experiment (SlTEl, the Satellite Tele-

communical~ons Experimental Project <STEP), the Aryabhata and 

Bhaskara Sate! lite ~rejects, the Ariane_Passenger ~ayload Experi

ment <APPLEf, and the Satellite Launch Vehicle <SLV-3l project. 

1 Stephen F. Von Weick, ftlndia's Space Policy :A Developing 

Country in the Space Club, •sPAe~ PULICY, val.~, no.4 

1 9 6 7 l ' p. 3,2 7 • 

<Nov. 



During the opera.tiona.l pha.se of the Indian Space Progr-a.rnme, 

the projects undertaken aimed at the achievement of practica.l 

benefits. These include: the indian National Satellite system, 

the indian Remote Sensing satellites_ series, the Polar Sate! lite 

Launch Vehicle lPSLVI, and the Geosynch~onous Satellite Launch 

Vehicle CGSLVI. 

The other projects that have been undertaken are: the Rohini 

Satellites project, the Stretched Rohini Sate! lite Series 

l SROSS I, the Augmented Satellite Launch Vehicle lASLVI project, 

and, the Sounding Rockets programme. 

SITE 

The Satellite Instructional Television Experiment (SITE I, 

"the greatest communications experiment in history" 2 according to 

A1'thur ··clarke~ ~as designed to demonstrate the possibility of 

transmitting educational programmes through satellites to large 

segments of rural society. Under the experiment, instructiona.l 

programmes were telecast to ~,400 villages spread over six states 

for ~ver flve hours every day. For this purpose, lSt-tU signed a. 

Memorandum of Unders~anding with the U.S. space agency. NASA, in 

lite for a period of one year,--beginning with 1 August, 1975. 

2 Q.uoted in L.K.Sharma, "After the end of SIT!:: the C-osts of 

Interruption, "TIMES UF !NIJIA_, G. Aug. 18/f:i. 



SITE~ according to the Department of Space, was "an attempt 

at building a total instructional. system based on television 

broadcasting via satellites.ft 3 The efforts involved ranged from 

the building up of earth stations, studios and community 

receivers to planning and conducting research for assisting pro-

gramme production. 

The general objectives of SITE were to 

(a) gain experience in the development, testing and 

management of a sate I 1 i te -based instructional 

television system particularly in rural areas and 

to determine optimal system parameters; 

(bl demonstrate the potential value of sate l I i te 

technology in the rapid development of sa.te l l i te 

technology in the rapid development of effective 

mass communications in developing countries, 

(cl demonstrate the patent ia l value of satellite 

broadcast TIJ in tne pra.c t ica.l instruction of 

village inhabitants; and, 

(d) stimulate ·national development in India., with 

important managerial, econd·mic, technological and 

social implications." 4 

3 GOI, DOS, Annual ~eport 1976-77, p.9. 
J.SRo1 

4 INDIAN SPACE PROGRAMME Bangalore, 1989). 
fl. 
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The 

<STEP>, a 

STEP 

Satellite Telecommunications Experimental Project 

joint project of ISRO and the Posts and Telegraphs 

Department, was designed to provide experience in •operating and 

utilizing 

tions." 5 

a geostationary satellite for domestic telecammunica-

The project was carried out with the help of a l Ra.s ed. 

transponder aboard the Franco-German 'SYMPHONIE' satellite, for a 

period of two years, beginning with 1 June, 1977. 

The entire ground network for the project - Earth Stations 

and Communication Terminals- were established by ISRO, except 

for the Earth Station at Madras, which was set up by the Posts 

and Telegraphs Department. 

The objectives of this experimental project were 

(a l 

{b) 

( c l 

to provide a system test of a synchronous 

lite for domestic telecommunications; 

satel-

to enhance India's capabilities in the design, 

development and operation of various ground 

terns required; and, 

to aaquire competence in choosing the 

sys-

right 

operational 

tions. 6 

system for sate! lite telecommunica-

5 Weick, n.1, p.327 .. lm 10 

6 Mohan Sunda.ra. Raja.n, l..Qdia.n Spa.cef l ight.s lNew Delhi,lijbb~ 

p.87. 
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A number of experiments were carried out under STEP, which 

Include: television with multiple audio channels, radio network-

ing, remote area communications, emergency communications d1g1~al 

communlcatlons 

C . 7 arr1er. 

with multiple access, and Cha.nne l t-'er 

ARYABHATA 

ARYABHATA, India'~ first satal lite, was launched by a Sov12t 

booster on 19 April, 1975. The satellite was designed, fabricat-

ed, and integrated at the ISRO Satellite Centre, Bangalore. 

The objectives or the project were: 

Cal to indigenously design and fabricate a space-

craft, and evaluate its performance, 

{ b l to master the on-orbital management ot the ~dl~l-

l it e; 

{ c l to set up the necessary ground-based r-eceiving, 

transmitting and tracking systems; 

l d. ) to establish the relevant infrastructure for the 

fabrication of such spacecraft systems; and, 

lel to carry out scientific experiments.e 

The experiments. conducted were of releva~ce for future I SH.U 

projects a! so. For example, the experiment to determine the 

range, velocity, and directional parameters of the satellite. 

7 GOI, DOS, Annua.l H.epor-t l!Fl1-78, p.lb. 

8 U. R. Rao, Space Techno 1 ogy =- 1 ts H.e levance to tr1e ueve i op-

ment Q_f_ the Nation B a. n g a. l o r e 7 1 8 i b i , p • il . 
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Another experiment was conduct to test the feasibility of provid-

i.ng medical help to rural areas, by transmitting eiectro-

h . h . k t t ~ ' . A b' t 9 cardiogram data from S r1 ar1 o.a o ~angatore v1a rya na a. 

BHASKARA 

Also referred to as the Satellite for ~arth Observation, the 

first of the two 'BHASKARA' sate!! ites was launched from the 

Soviet Union on 7 June, 1979. Its goals were 

to conduct earth observation experiments for ob-

taining data in tt·•e areas of mt:tt::orology, hyul·ulu-

gy, forestry an.:i ocea.nography; 

{ b l to evolve a methodology for the recept1on, proc-

essing and d issemino.l . .i.un of remult::ly 

da. ta.; and, 

l c) to conduct experiments in the areas ot s pa.ce 

technology, applications, and sc1ences. 10 

The second of the Bha.skara satellites, S~U-L or ~HA::iKAKA-L, 

was also launched from the Soviet Union, on 20 November lY~l. It 

carried two major remote sensing payloads - a television camera. 

opera.t i ng in both the visible ana tne near-lntra-r~a 

and a microwave imaging system cal led SAMIR. 1 n addition, it 

also carried two pay I cads which ·were des 1 gned to evaluate the 

9 ibid, p. 10. 

10 GOI, DOS, n.3, p.~~. 
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performance of indigenously developed solar eel is and thermal 

coatings, which were of relevance to IS~U's spacecraft technology 

programme. 

The experience gained through this project was an lllljJfJ I" L<:t.rt t. 

mi \estone in the •realisation of an operational satellite-based 

remote sensing system for the country.• 11 

APPLE 

The Ariane Passenger Payload t::xperiment 'CAPf'Lf:?l consisted of 

a.n experimental, geosta.tiona.ry, commun ica.t ions sa.tell ite, 

designed and developed by ISRO, and launched by the Ariane launch 

vehicle on 19 June, 1981. The aim o£ the project was to ga1.n 

experience in designing, developing, and operating a geOSLd.LlUil-

a.r Y communications sate\ lite which would provide tel ecommun ica.-

tions services to the country. 

Experiments conducted with the satellite include: tal educa

tional television; (b) computer interconnect; {c) remote area and 

emergency communications; and, ldl teleconferencing using 

portable two-way earth terminals_and small receive-only 

cation te"rminals. 12 

trans-

communi-

Another experiment that was conducted using 'APPL~' was the 

transmission by facsimile of the pages of the 'The 

Madras to Banga\ore. 

11 GOI, DOS, Annual Report 1980-81, p. 13. 

12 GO I, DOS, Annual H.eport U:~lh-B2;· p. b. 
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ROHINI SATELLITES 

The Rohini series of satellites were launched aboar-d the 

indigenously-developed satellite launch vehicle, SLV-3. RS- 1, 

the first in the series, was launched by the second experimental 

flight of SLV-3 on 1e July, l~eo, and was mainly intended for the 

purpose of monitoring the f~urth stage per-formance ot the launch-

er. RS-Dl, the next Rohini Satellite to be launched, by the SLV-

3, on 31 May 1981, carr-ied a remote sensing device - the landmark 

sensor-. 

The l a.s t 

developmental 

objectives were 

in the ser-ies wa.s H.S-D:.:!, la.unched by 
I 

flight of SLV-3 on 1/ April, l~e:3. 

the second 

Its primary 

(a) to space qualify a solid-state imaging device; 

(b) to develop a··methodology for identification of 

major land fea.tures viz.., snow,- cloud, water, 

vegetation and barren land by an on-board prucess 

for utilisation in remote sensing applications; 

and, 

{c) to ~efine attitude and or-bit using L a.ndma.r ks on 

the imageries. l3 

13 GOI, DOS, Annual Report 1~e~-e4, p. 13. 
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INSAT 

Indian National Satellite (INSATI system represents The 

"Indian's first step toward implementing operational' space 

systems for. identified national requirements." 14 These include 

nation-wide direct televis(on and radio broadcasting, network 

broadcasting, and weather forecasting. 

The first generation INSAT spacecrafts - lNSAT-lA, lB, 1C 

and 1D, were designed, developed and fabricated by Ford Aerospace 

and Communications Corporation lUSAI. These sate! lites had three 

distinct components which provided the services of telecommunica-

tions, direct broadcasting, and weather forecasting. The tele-

communications component was composed of 12 C-band transponders 

which provided over 8,000 two-way telephone circuits. The direct 

broadcasting component consisted of 2 S-band transponders which 

ena.b 1 ed 

national 

direct televisl.on broa.dca.sting to augmented receivers, 

networking of terrestrial television transmitters, and 

radio and television programme transmission. The Meteorological 

component consists of : a Very High Resolution Radiometer lVHRRl 

which provides half-~ourl~ observations of weather systems over 

Indian territory as wei I as over the adjoining land and sea 

14 ibid, p. 9. 



areas; and, a Data Relay Transponder which receives· data from 

unattended and remote land and ocean-based platforms and transmit 

' them to a central facility.1 5 lri addition, under the Disaster 

Warning Scheme, warning messages to coastal areas are disseminat-

ed in the event of an approaching cyclonic storm. 

Only two of the four lNSAT-1 satellites were successfully 

ope ra.ted. INSAT-1A, launched by a U.S. Delta rocket on 10 April, 

1982, and INSAT-1C, launched by the Ariane launch vehicle on 22 

July. 1988, failed to function. INS~T-1B, launched by the U.S. 

shuttle ' Challenger' on 30 August, 1983 was fully functional ised 

and had successfully completed its seven-year life span. lNSAT-

1D was launched on 12 June, 1990 by a U.S. Delta rocket and has 

been operationalized. 

Work on the second generation INSAT system wa.s forma 1 l y 

started in Apri I 1985. A total of five sate!! ites have been 

planned for in this series. These are to be indigenously de-

veloped and are to have enhanced capabilities compared to the 

first generation satellites. The telecommunications component 

consists of 18 C-band transponders,_whil~ the other components 

a.re the sacie as in INSAT-1. In addition to these, INSAT-2 

satellites are being equipped with a pa,yload for Sate II ite Aided 

Search and Rescue lSAS&R) mission which is designed to detect 

distress signals from land and sea, thus providing instantaneous 

emergency alert capability. 

15 GOI, DOS, Annual Report 1978-79, p.51. 
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The first of these sate!! ites, INSAT-2A was launched aboard 

the Ariane launch vehicle on 10 July, 1992. 

The definition of the third generation INSAT system - INSA·r-

3, has been initiated. 

!RSS 

The India Remote Sensing Satellites are the next step in the 

opera t i ona.l stage of the Indian Space Programme. They form the 

space segment of lndia's Natio~al Natural Resources Management 

System. The major areas of their application include: crop 

inventory and forecast; forest mapping and damage detection; land 

'J.se, land degradation, and land desertification mapping; ground 

water, petroleum, and mineral explot·ation; land erosion monitor-

ing in coastal environments 

ra.phy. 16 

urban land-use studies and 

The first generation IRS satellites- IRS-1A and 

c.:J.r tog-

lRS-18, 

were launched from the Soviet Union on 1/ March, 18t:st:} and ~8 

August, 1991, respectively. Their payloads include: two types ot 

Linear Imaging Self Scanners - LlSS-1 and LlSS-~, with the former 

having a spatial r~solution of 72.5 metres and the latter ~H-~b 

- and operating in four spectral bands. The satellites metres 

return to their original orbital trace every 22 day~, thus, 

enabling the repeated collection of data at ths same place at the 

same local time. 

16 lJelck, n.l, p.328. 
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The second generation IRS satellites- IRS-1C and IRS-1D 

tc have batter spatl~l and spectral reso1ut1ons~ mor·e f r-e-

quent revisit capabilities, stereoviewing and on- board data. 

recording b "l"t 17 ca.pa. 1 1 y. They are also to be incorporated with 

sensors in the visible, near-infrared, and short-wave infrared 

bands. The multispectral bands are to have a resolution of 

metres and the panchromatic bands better than 10 metres. The 

short-wave infrared,with a resolution of 70 m is being included 

along with a wide-field sensor {resolution of 180 metres l, 'f·ol." 

the purpose of vegetation monitoring. 

SROSS 

The Stretched Rohini Satellite Series is directed t.o1>1a.rd s 

providing a satellite system "for conducting various scientific 

and technology experiments using the Augmented Satellite Launch 

Vehicle, ASLv.~1 8 

The first two in the series - SROSS-1 and SROSS-2 could 

not be operated because of the failure of the ASLV to place them 

in their orbits. While SRUSS-1 carl."ied a technological payload, 

a Gammma Ray Burst detector, and a laser equipment, 

SROSS--2 carried a. Monocular Elecro Optica.l Stereo Sca.nnel." tMC:USSl 

and a Gamma Ray Burst detector. 

17 GUI, UUS, Annual ~eport 1~~0-~1, p.L4. 

18 GOI, DOS, Annual Report 1991-9~, p.46. 
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SROSS-3 was launched on the third flight of the ASLV on 21 

May, It carried a Gamma Ray Burst detector, and a 

Retarding Potential Analyser (a payload designed by the National 

Physical Laboratory) for measuring the fluctuations in the number 

of electrons in the ionosphere. 

The neKt satellite in the series, SROSS-4 wit l carry an x-

ray astronomy payload which is being jo1ntly developed by 

and the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research tTIFRI. 

SOUNDING ROCK~TS 

According to Prakasam, "experimentation with sounding rock-

ets is a.n excellent point of departure for space research," 

because of the relatively simple techniques and range faci I ities 

required. He further adds that a sounding rocket p r og ra.mme 

effectively stimulates technological interest, study and coopera

tion. 19 

India's Space Programme had its formal beginning when a U.S. 

Nike-Apache sounding rocket was launched from Thumba on 21 

November, 1963. During the developmenta.l ~pha.se of the Indian 

programme, the em~hasis was on developing and using sounding 

rockets. Initially, before the technology f~r developing sound-

ing rockets could be mastered, sounding rockets from other coun-

tries were launched from Thumba. These include: the U.S. Nike-

19 K.P. Prakasa.m, Space Horizons { New Delhi, 1981), p.13. 
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'. 
Apache, the Nike-Tomahawk, the Dual Hawk, the Areas, and the Judi 

Centaur 

rockets, and the British Skua and Petrel r6ckets. 20 

In 19.64, India concluded a.n a.greement with Sud Aviation of 

France for the licensed production of Centaure rockets in 

La.ter, a number of rockets were developed indigenously, 

were termed as Rohini sounding rockets. 1ne t 1 rs t 

India. 

which 

rocket, Rohini-7b, was launched from fhumba on LV Novemoer, 1~01. 

The launching of lndian sounding rockets is carried out 

under the Rohini Sounding Kocket programme, which "coord ina.tes 

the development, production and launch of the Rohini series of 

sounding rockets and Indian Centaure rockets for research ot the 

Upper atmosphere and meteorological ft21 sounding. 

Rohini series comprises the to·ttowing: H.H-to, The 

RH-125, RH-:t.UU, H.H-ol:iU. The t-~H-l~o and H.H-:t.UU are 

meteorological research and are referred to as Menaka 

H.H-100, 

used 

l'IJI.; k-for 

ets. 

etc 

They measure the temperature, wind velocity and dlrection, 

Apart from RH-200 ISRO produces only RH-~UU and the KH-

560 on an opercttional basis. 

Sounding rockets were also us~d ·to dev~lop an~ test sev~~dl 

20 Kapil Kaul, • India in Space, ns·rRA'f~GI ANALYSIS lNew 

vol.10, no.7 <Oct. 1986l,p.t3oS. 

21 GO!, OUS, n.ll, p.:io. 
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sub-systems for advanced rockets and evaluate more energetic 

2? 
propellants." - ~or example, HH-1~~ rockets were used for test-

ing and perfecting techniques like stage separation, destruct 

system, clustering of boosters to serve as a single large boost-

er, payload recovery systems, and ejection of nose cones. 

Under an agreement signed between India and the former 

Soviet Union, Soviet M-100 rockets have been launched every week 

from Thumba since 1970. These rockets help in studying meteoro-

logical data -atmospheric pressure, temperature, electron densi-

ty, etc .. " . ' upto a height of 80 to YU km. 

SLV-3 

SLV-3 was an experimental project designed to achieve compe-

tence in the area of sate!! ite launchers. It was to "serve as a 

model for bigger rockets, lea.ding to a geostationary orbit." 23 

The first experimental flight of SLV-3 was on 10 August, 

1979, which was a failure. The goals of this launch were 

lal to realise a fully-integrated vehicle; 

(bl to evaluate on-board systems like stage motors, 

con~rol systems, and electronic subsystems; ~nd, 

22 Rajan, n.6, p.6. 

23 Mohan Sunda.ra Raja.n, India in Space New J)elhi, 

p.26. 
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(c) to evaluate ground systems iike check-out, telem-

etry, and real-time data facilities in launch 

operations. 24 

The second experimental flight, SLV-3lEI-02, was on 18 July, 

1980, which succeeded in orbiting a Rohini sate! lite. l ts goals 

were the same as that of the first experimental fight. 

The first developmental flight of the ~LV-3,SLV-3 D-1 was 

on 3 1 M a.y , 19 8 1 . It was intended for the purpose of eva.li.J.a.t i ng 

the performance of the vehicle for future operational flights. 
" 

This launch was a. partia.l fa.ilure, for, it deviated from its 

planned trajectory which resulted in the placement of the Rohini 

sate l I i t e i n a. I owe r orb i t . 

The second developmental flight of the SLV-3,SLV-3 D-2 was 

on 17 Apr i I, 1983. This launch marked the completion of the 

project. 

ASLV 

The Augmented Satellite Launch Vehicle <ASLVl is designed to 

augment the indigenous satellite launch capability, as also to 

•validate a number of important advanced technologies needed for 

the larger launch vehicles of the Country such as FSLV/GSLV.ft 25 

Examples are closed-loop gu~danc~ system, strap-on mechanisms, 

etc ••• 

24 GOI, DOS, Annual Report 1979-80, p. 18. 
I 

25 GOI, DOS, Annual Report 1988-89, p.36. 
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The ASLV is an augmented version of the SLV-3 with the 

addition of two strap-on motors. lt was originally designed to 

orbit 150-kg class satellites in 400 km orbits. Because of the 

failure of the first two launches, the design was altered to 

incorporate some additional mechanisms which has resulted 

reduced payload capacity of only 106 kg. 

in a 

The first flight of the ASLV on 24 March, 1987 failed due to 

the non-ignition of the first stage after the separation of the 

Zero stage. The second flight on 13 July, 1988 also failed 

because of a flaw in the vehicle design which led to aerodynamic 

instability and the resultant breakdown of the launcher. 

The third launch of the ASLV lASLV-D-3l on 21 May, 

succeeded in orbiting the SROSS-3 satellite. The aim of 

mission was to evaluate the performance of the vehicle. 

PSLV 

1992 

this 

The Polar Satellite launch Vehicle <PSLVl is being developed 

tR «a~hL~vs indissnous capability to launch remote sensing sa.tal-

lites into polar sun-synchronous orbits.w 26 The four stage 

vehicle, which uses both solid and liquid rocket motors, is 

designed to place a 1,000 kg satellite in an orbit of 1,000 km. 

PSLV's second stage liquid rocket engine is the French 

Viking• liquid rocket; which has been d~veloped within the 

country under an agreement with France. 

26 GOl, DOS, Annual Report 1989-90, p.35. 
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GSLV 

The Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle tGSLVl is being 

planned for the purpose of achieving l a.unch ca.pab i l i ty for 

geostationary satellites. The configuration of the Vehicle has 

been fina.lised. "It is configured by replacing the upper two 

stages of PSLV by a single cryogenic stage and the six so! id 

propellant strap-on motors by four liquid propellant strap-ons 

derived from the PSLV second stage.ft 27 

!SRO signed an agreement with Glavcosmos, the Soviet space 

agency (now . Russ ian), in November 1990 for the purchase of 

cryogen it: engines along with technology t r a.n sf e r • The G S LV is 

being developed for placing INSAT-2 satellites in geosynchronous 

transfer orbits. 

27 GOI, DOS, n. 11:~, p.44. 
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CHAPTER - 4 

BENEFITS OF THE SPACE PROGRAMME 

As pointed out earlier, the major aim of the Indian 

Space Programme is to utilize space technology for practical 

applications 

forecasting, 

in the fields of telecommunications, weather 

prove the 

country. 

and remote sensing, which would help to 

socio-economic conditions of the people of 

The benefits that have accrued to India in 

im-

the 

the 

three 

below. 

thrust areas of the space programme are a1scu~~~0 

TELECOMMUNtCAT10NS 

The experimental projects undertaken during the 1970s -

the Sate! lite Instructional Television Experiment ISITEI and 

the Sate! lite Telecommunications Experimental Project (STEP) 

indicated the viability of utilizing space technology 1n 

the field of telecommunications. 

The impact of SITE on the target audience- both chil-

dren {5 to 12 years) and adults - was sign1ficant. 

ing to a ~urvey conducted by the Research and EvatuaLLUil 

Cell of the Space A~plications Centre, there was lai avera! l 

improvement in health and hygiene, lbl appreciat1on tor the 

message of limited families, (cl improvement in the language 

of the children as well as in their school attendance, and 



{d) increased awareness and also eagerness to gain more 

information on several subjects. 1 

STEP demonstrated the viability of sa.te l l i te-ba.sed 

domestic telecommunications. For example, the 'SYMPHONI!::' 

satellite was utilized for providing emergency communica-

tions between a jeep-mounted mini-earth station at Vijayawa-

da and New Delhi when a severe cyclone struck the coa.s ta.i 

areas of 
? 

Andhra Pradesh.- The experience ga. i.ned through 

SITE and STEP was further consolidateq during the Al-'1:-'LI:: 

project. 

The full-fledged opera.tionalization of s pa.ce- based 

telecommunications services became a reality with the lNSAT 

project. The lNSAT system "initiated a communication revo-

lution in the country enabling, for ~he first time, even 

remote corners and off shore islands to become a part of the 

mainstream of the nation.~ 3 

1 Mohan Sundar a Raj an, Indian space t l 1 gh ts lNew lJel hi, 

1985), p.97. 

2 GOI, DOS, Annual Report 1977-~e ,p. lH. 

3 U. R. Rao, Indian Space Programme Perspective 

<Bangalore, 1991l,p.12. 
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As of 1 December,1991, a total of 126 telecommunication 

term ina.l s were operating in the INSAT network providing 

4,514 two-way speech circuits or u v-= 1" 140 

routes. 4 Several rura.t a.rea.s have at so contt-=<.;L-=a 

through INSAT to the main telecom network by establlshing 

Low Cost Terminals in these areas. 

The INSAT system is also being usee to s-=t u~ 11-= Lwur ks 

involving a. large number of small termina.ls thruugt1u•.J.I. I. II P-

country for a variety of applications ranging tram aom1n1s-

trative, business, computer communications, intormat1on 

exchange, to captive networks involving ONGC, NTPC, NICNI:.T, 

t 5 e _c ••.• 

The Press Trust of India. disseminates, news and f a.x 

messages to newspapers around the count.ry tll t t -=r~11 L 

languages through the INSAT system. And , o v ~::: 1· t.ll ~::: 1 o:u:; 1. 1:ew 

yea.rs, 'The Hindu' newspaper has been using the l N!::>A 1 

network for facsimile transmission of its ful 1 y composed 

pages from Madras to New Delhi. And, a new ser\r ice for 

emergency communications for post-disaster relief operations 

has also been commissioned. 0 

4 GOI,DOS,Annual Report 1991-92, p.20. 

5 Rao, n.3, p.l~. 

6 ibid, 
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Under the National Informatics Centre Network <NICNETl, 

over 450 micro terminals are under operation. This network, 

one of the 23 Captive INSAT networks, provides data communi

cation links between the State Capitals, the District Head

quarters and the Central Government Departments. 

The Remote Area Business and Message Network (l:{AHMNI, 

similar to the NICNET, is under implementation. 

designed to provide data communication between 

lt is being 

industries 

and construction projects located in rural and remote areas 

and their headquarters in distant cities. A total demand at 

1,024 micro stations has been registered tor this 

out of which 101 have been suppiied. 7 

Another similar network under implementation 

network, 

is the 

Information Library Network { INFLIBNETl of the University 

Grant~ Commission which alms at inter-connecting the l i-

braries of different universities and l:{esearch and Ueveiop

ment institutions in the country. 

Another area in which INSAT has had an impact is tele-

vision and radio broadcasting. lndla's television network 

7 GOI, DOS, n.4, p.20. 
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now includes over 520 transmitters which cover over 75 per 

cent of the population. 
8 

And, INSAT has a.lso Jed to fthe 

installation of over 100,000 direct reception television 

sets which provide coverage to very remote corners 

9 country. 

The two 5-Ba.nd transponders aboard the INSAT 

national programmes and regional television services. 

of the 

provide 

a.l so support fta 6 channel radio networking service, 

They 

Dl.IS 

standard time and frequency signal dissemination ,,and a 

direct satellite retransmission facility for processed INSAT 

meteorological i ma.ges." 10 The C-band transponders provide 

regional television networking services. 

The INSAT network helps in covering important events 

within the country using transportable television uplinking 

sta.tions. 

The lNSAT sy~tem also provides facilities for broad-

casting education programmes. About 100 hours of programmes 

per month are being transmitted to about 4,000 schools and 

~clleges. 11 In addition, programmes are also- telecast to 

help adults become literate. Also, INSAT is being used tor 

teacher training and f6r reorientation programm~s. 

---------------------~------------------------------------

8 Rao, n.3, p.14. 

9 GOI,DOS, n.4, p.22. 

10 ibid, p. 21. 

11 ibid, 
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INSAT's radio networking service includes the provision 

of reliable 6 channel national or regional feeds for re-

transmission by stations of All India Radio, single channel 

upli~k from Bombay, Calcutta and Madras, etc 

WEATHER FORECASTING 

Early efforts at meteorological appllcations were made 

with sounding rockets. A number of such rockets, both 

Indian and 

regularly. 

those belonging to other countries, were tlown 

At present, Soviet M-lOU rockets and Rohini 

sounding rockets are launched for this purpose. 

The launch of BHASKARA-1 gave India the opportunity to 

study the atmospheric processes from a space platform. The 

sate! lite was equipped with three m ic rowa.ve radiometers 

which transmitted data on the atmosphere and the seas sur-

the lndian subcontinent. For example, the sa.tel-rounding 

lite was used for studying the feasibility of estimating 

rainfa.l 1 over the seas around India.. 

BHASKARA-2 wa~ an improved version of BHASKA~A-1. lt 

was also used on an experimental basis. For example, it was 

used in December 1981 to estimate 

eye 1 one over the .Bay of Bengal. 12 

the dimensions of 

----------------------------------------------------------
12 Raj an, n. 1, p. 11:3. 
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Weather forecasting on a regular basis became possible 

only 

INSAT 

after the operationalization of the INSAT system. 

is equipped with a Very High Resolution Radiometer 

<VHRR) which provides half-hourly observations of weather 

systems over the Indian territory and the adjoining land and 

sea areas. Data products generated using VHKK imageries 

relate to upper winds, sea surface temperature and 

precipitation index. INSAT imageries are regularly used on 

Doordarshan's news coverage and• by newspapers tor 

on weather. 

rej:>Ol' t i nl;{ 

VHRR data is now a.vailable in real time at 22 secondary 

Data Uti I ization Centres <SIJUCs l in various parts of the 

country. It is also possible to transmit these data to any 

location in the country through the direct sate 1 l i te re-

transmission service provided by lNSAT. 

One hundred Data Col tection 1:-'latfurm~ {I..)CI:-'sl have 

instal led for the purpose of cot lecting meteorol og it:..:o.l 

information in remote areas. Data collected by the UCI:-'s is 

rela.yed by the INSAT Data. Rela.y Tra.nsponder to the MeteQro-

logical Data Util(z~tion Centre <MDUCl at New uelni. 1n 

addition to these UCPs, the Central Water commission has 

deployed 14 UCPs in the Yamuna Catchment area for the 

purposes of forecasting ltoods. ld 

----------------------------------------------------------

13 GO I, DOS, n. 4, p. 21. 
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And, as part of the INSAT meteorological network, one 

hundred Disaster ~arning System lDWSl receivers have 

ins ta 1 1 ed in select cyclone-prone coastal areas of 

Pradesh and Tamil 

Madras. 14 

Nadu with uplinking 

REMOTE SENSING 

f ac i 1 i ty 

India's remote sensing activities began in the 

been 

Andhra 

from 

late 

1960s with aerial surveys over coconut plantations in Keral~ 

and sugQ...rcane plantations in Mandya for 

yields and pest diseases. 15 

evaluating crop 

The establishment in 1878 of a LANUSA·r receiving sta.-

tion at NRSA, Hyderabad gave an oppdrtunity for gaining 

valuable eKperience in the interpretation and analysis of 

sate! lite data. 16 

In order to gain much-needed experience in satellite 

remote sensing, India embarked upon the Bhaskara project 

under which two Bh.a.skara satellites were launched ( 1979 and 

1981). The sate! lites carried a dual television camera 

system operating in. the visible and the near infrared spec-

tra, with a spatial resolution of about 1 km. Imageries 

14 ibid, 

15 Rao, n.3, p.5~ 

16 ibid, 
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from these satellites were used for studying forest, 

logical and land resources. 

hyd rc--

For eJ<ample, using images from ~ha.ska.ra.-1, the dema.rca-

tion of the interface of water and land in the Gult of 

Cam bay was carried out over the Saurashtra coastal region. 

And, imageries from Bhaskara-2 were used for making land use 

maps for !Jest Bengal and Bihar regions. 17 

Based on the '"'xperience from the ~haskara 

project, India has succeeded in operationalizing r·emote 

sensing services through the india Remote Sensing !::ia.tel-

lites. Remote sensing applications in India, under the 

u.mbre l l a of the NNKM!::i~ •now cover diverse fields such as 

agriculture crop acreage and yield e~Limo.Liur1, 

warning and assessment, flood control and damage assessm~rtl, 

land use/land cover ma.pping for agro-cilmatlc planning, 

wasteland management, water resources mana.gemen t, minera.l 

prospecting, forest resources survey ana management, 

etc ••. , there touching almost all facets ot national aevet

opment."18 

Agriculture, the major economic activity in India, has 

been given much importance in remote sensing applications. 

The Department of 5 pace has , in collaboration with the 

1 7 Raj an , n. 1 , · p p • 11 1- 12 . 

18 Rao, n.3, p.6. 
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Department of Agriculture and Cooperation, launched a project 

on Remote Sensing Application Mission for agriculture appli-

cations. It has six sub-~rojects which are being implement-

ed in collaboration with State and Central Government user 

agencies. 

Beginning with 1YtlH-et, crop acreage estimation has 

been done for every season. ~or example, rice crop acreage 

wa.s estimated for the Kharif season of 1986-87 in Orissa, 

and wheat acreage for 1986-87 and 1987-88 in Haryana, 

jab, and parts of western Uttar Pradesh. 19 

Pun-

Under the National Agr icul tura.l Drought Assessment 

Monitoring System ( NADAMS l, drought bulletins based on 

sa.tell ite observations are being issued on a fortnightly 

basis for 12 states. 20 This provides near realtime informa-

tion to district authorities and agricultural resource 

planners for dealing with the drought situation. 

The DOS is carrying out a nationwide project on 

use/land cover mapping for the Planning Commission. 

land 

This 

would he}p in prep~r4ng operational plans for the management 

and utilization of land for agriculture, forestry, etc ••• , 

in 15 agroclimatic Zones of India. Already, information on 

19 _GOI,DOS, A~nual Keport lYee-eY, p.~b. 

20 Rae, n.3, p.7. 
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373 districts has been provided to the Planning 

Commission.21 

Satellite remote sensing also plays an important role 

in the survey and monitoring of forests in the country. The 

Forest Survey of lndia has started biennial forest mapping 

for the entire country using satellite remote sensing data. 

Remote sensing also helps in the ident if ica.t ion of 

water bodies suitable for inland fisheries and also for 

the identification of ocean areas rich in fish. A l l India 

Radio broadcasts informatio~·based on remote sensing data 

on the location of fish schools in order to enable fishermen 

?? 
to have a better catch.~~ 

Satellite remote sensing also provides important inputs 

in managing water resources. For example, under the Nation-

al Technology Mission on Drinking Water, a countrywide 

hydrogeomorphological mapping has been prepared using space 

imagery which indicates ground water prospect areas. 23 

Remote sensing d~ta are also useful for mapping season-

al snow cover and estimating the snow-melt run off during 

21 GOl, DOS, n.4, p;28. 

22 Rao, n.3, p. 10. 

23 U. R. Rao, .Remote Sensing for Sustaina.ble Development 

<Bangalore,1991l, p.14. 



summer months. At present, remote sensing data for this 

purpoaa ia ~ppliad in the Sutls~ and Baas ~lver basins. The 

estimates are given •three to four months in advance of the 

ac t1..1~.l run off period to an accuracy of better than per 

cent, which are now regularly used for optimising the use of 

water for power and irrigation.• 24 

Remote sensing data is aJso used for theftidentification 

and prioritization of erosion-prone areas in various water-

sheds as w~ll as to provide inputs for undertaking desilta-

tion plants. • 25 As pa.rt of the Subansiri watershed study, 

investigation are being carried out on the migration of 

channels in the Brahmaputra basin. 

Remote sensing data are also used for obtaining real 

time information on flood-affected area~ regarding damage to 

infrastructure, crop .losses, etc For example, flood maps 

were prepared for the Ganga and Brahmaputra basins in near 

real time during the 1991 floods and sent to the user de-

partments'. 26 

Using Remote sens~ng imageries, a glacier at 1 ~.s h~.s 

been prepared and a ~ata base created. This has contributed 

towards the planning and operation of mini and mfcro hydro-

electric stations. 

--------------------------------------------------~-------

24 Rae, n.3, p.8. 

25 ibid, 

26 GOI, DOS, ~.4, p.31. 
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Remote sensing imageries are also useful tor pia.nni.ng 

and development of new urban areas. Land use and ur·ba.n 

spt·awl maps, using sate II ite data., provide vital inputs [or 

the optima.! location of industr.i~::;, huus1ng, l.ntro.:;olt·uo:.;i..ura.l 

facilities, etc •.. For exa.mpte, so.i.td iii.~ da\..o. Wd.::> u.ll.-

lized ln conducting a survey fer align1ng the propasea 

road '2.1 for Bangalore Uevelopment Authority. 

The DOS, in cooperation with the National Wa.steiand 

Development Board,has carried out wasteland m~pping of 146 

critically affected districts with the hetp of space iwa.g~l'-

ies to ide n t i f y 13 was t e l an d.. cat ego r i e s at v 1 l l age level. 

This work has been taken up for a further 80 districts. 

I n f o r· rna t i o n thus collected "is being used to generate com-

. . t l d • ?B prehensive solutions towards reclamat1on ot was e an s. -

To utilise remote sensing for mineral prospecting, the 

DOS has taken up a project, in cot taboration with the Geo-

logical Survey of India, named Vasundhara, which covers an 

area of 400,000 sq.km of South India. 

SECONDARY BENEFITS 

The benefits discussed above are the primary benet its 

which accrue directly from applications of space technology. 

There are also secondary benefits which accrue indirectly 

from the space programme. 

A space programme requires contriSutions from diverse 

scientific disciplines ranging from chemistry to mathematics 

Z7 Rao. n.3, p.Y. 

28 ibid, p.B. 
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technological pace-setter initiating constant improvement in 

other fields of science and technology. This raises the 

level of technological capabilities within the country and 

their applications in other fields of science or industry. 

ISRO has transferred about 180 technologies to Indian 

industry, some of which have been put to applications in 
I 

other fields. For example, the computerised an a. l y t i ca. I 

techniques developed for rocket systems have been applied by 

the Bharat Heavy Electrica.ls Limi··ted,- Hy"dera:ba.d· for solving· 

problems of turbine vibration, and by the Kerala State 

Electricity Board in designing arch dams. 29 

According to Rao, "the multiplier impact of this diffu-

sion of tasks, skills, techniques and technologies" is 

evident in the emergence of a space-related sector of Indian 

industry which cuts across alI sectors. He further adds 

that the experience of the West lUSA and Europe) " is that 

the benefit from such a multiplier effect is almost three 

t1mes the direct benefits. With the 'spin-offs' from space 

technology now being woven into our national fabric, there 

is no reason why similar benefits cannot be realised in our 

own national context." 30 

- -
29 P. Nanda Kumar, •space Research in India, a Indian and 

Foreign Review vol. 15, no.2 1 1 Nov. 1977 p. 19. 

30 Rao, n.3, p.19. 
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MILITARY APPLICATIONS 

Space technology also has a number of apl!.cations in 

the military sphere. While remote sensing satallites <with 

resolutions of 10 m or less) can be effectively used for 

spying over the territory of adversaries, c•.:::>mmunications 

satellies provide improved command, control, communications 

a.nd Intel 1 igence < c3 I > facilities and, most importa.nt, 

launch vehicles can be used as missiles for delivering 

weapon payloads deep into the territory of the adversaries. 

far of india using its The1·e are no reports so 

satellites for military purposes. But, she has utilised her 

experience in launching sate 1 1 i tes in designing and 

developing missiles which are to be used by the Indian armed 

forces. 

India's efforts in the field of military rocketary 

dates back to the • Dev i I' programme of the 1970s which 

attempted the reverse-engineering of Soviet Surface-to-Air 

inissi les into Surface-to-Surface missiles. 31 The only 

worthwhile success of this programme was the development of 

a three- ton.ne 1 i quid fuel engine which 1 ate r came to be used 

in both the 'Prithvi' and •Agni' missiles of the 

Guided Missi·les Development Programme ( IGMDPl. 32 

31 VAYU <New Delhi), no. 3, <U:H:H;J, p.6. 

lntegi'ated 

32 Sango Panwar, ft[ndia's Missiles :A New Dimension in 

South Asia•, VAYU, no.6, C.1989l,·p.23. 



The IGMDP, initiated in July 1983, fo l 1 o"~o.•ed { nd ia.' s 

sucess in placing a Rohini satellite on-board. the indigenous 

SLV-3 launch vehicle. The missile programme has benefited 

from the experience gained in the space programme. tnfact., 

the IGMDP was placed under the charge of A.P.J. Abdul 

Kalam who earlier led the developmental effort of the SLV-3 

launch vEhicle On 7 July 1992 he was appointed ~s the 

Scientific Advisor to the Defence Minister and will now also 

head the Defence Research and Development Organization. 

-The mandate of the IGMDP included the development of four 

missile systems - 'Trishul', 'Prithvi' 1 'Akash', and • Nag'. 

-and the testing of an Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile 

{ lRBMl • technology demonstrator', 'Agni'. 

Trishul, a quick-reaction Surface-to-Air missile, wa.s 

the first to be tasted in September 1985. It has a maximum 

range of 9 km and is to be used by the Army and the Air 

Force. A naval version is also urider development for the 

purpose of countering sea-skimming missiles. This verston 

was succeffully tested A number of 

developmental tests of this missile system have been carriea 

out so far, and it is expected to be dep!oyea aur1ng this 

year. 

33 FRONTLINE <Madras), val 9, no. 11 (5 June, 1992l, p.6. 
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Maraging 

chamber of the 

steel is 

'Trishul' 

being used for the rocket motor 

34 This was initially developed as 

par-t of the space progra.mme for use 

ISRO along with the Welding Research 

in the PSLV motor by 

Institute, tiHtL, ntuNA-

NI, Rourkela Steel Plant, etc.~0 

'Pr1thv1' was the neKt to be successfully flight-tested 

on 25 February, 1988. It is a Surface-to-Surface battlefield 

support missile, with a maximum range of 250 km and a. 

paylGad capa.city of 500 to 1000 kg. It is to be used by the 

Indian Army for the purpose of destroying troop 

concentrations, crippling enemy air bases and striking at 

enemy headquarters. 36 So far, seven test flights of the 

missile have been conducted with one failure in Febr-uary 

1992. 

The design of this missile is based on 

l;unch vehicle module. 37 

the satellite 

34 VAVU, n. 31, p.7. 

35 .Sanat Hiswa.s, ~spa.ce Progn~.mu1~ i11 ur1v~t-':::; 

Economy.~ LIN~~. vol ~e. no. ~b ~b Jan. l~~o , p. '-if· 

l .--<. 

36·"---- Pa.nwa.r, n. 32, p. 24. 

37 Rajendra Prabhu,•Space Progr~mme: Lletence aspects 

cannot be ignored, w Hindustan Times <New Ueihll, 1~ 

May 1992. 



'Nag', the third generation anti-tank missile "'as first 

flight-tested on 24 June, 1990. It has a maximum range t o. 4 

km and is being equipped with a terminal guidance system. 

The second flight-test was carried out an 29 November, 1990. 

A total of 9 tests are to be carri~d out before user trials 

begin. 

'Aka.sh' ~the fourth missile under the l <.;MI.)r', was 

successfully flight tested in Au~ust 1980 from the Interim 

Test Range at Balasore. It is a transportable Surface-to-

Air missile with a maximum range of 25 km and is to be used 

for pr•Jviding defence to vit3.l 3.r ea.s, points, 3.r.d 

installations, etc ... It is to undergo !:J f I ight trials 

two ye3.rs. 

'Agni', the IRBM 'technology demostra.tor', \-.(3.S 

successfully flight-tested on 22 Ma.y, 1989 from the Interim 

Teat Range at Balasore. The second test on 29 May 1992 was 

only a partial success for the missile "failed to carry out 

th f . l . th t t "38 e 1na manoeuvres 1n e reen ry s_age. 

'Agni'~ ts a Surface-to-Surface missile with a. maximum 

range of 2,000 km and a payload capacity of one tonne. !t 

is a two-stage ·missit··E!, with the first stage using a solid 

38 THE HINDU (Madras), 30 May 1992. 



propellant and the second stage using a liquid propei lant. 

While the first stage motor is the same as that of the SLV-

3's first stage, ~Y the second stage is a modified version of 

the 'Prithvi' liquid engine. Even the mlSSlle's1 heat ::;;his:ld 

{in the reentry vehicle) and guictarice system came tram 

India's space programme. 40 The heat shield was made up of 

carbon composites w~ich the West German space agency he l f•ed 

India in developing. 41 West Germany also helped in the 

development of guidance systems for its space programme. The 

closed-loop guidance system, used in the 'Agni' missiit= was 

first used in the Augmented Satellite Launch Vehicle. 

Thus, the space programme ha.s served a. dual purpose. It 

has not onlu supported the socio-economic development of the 

country, but has also contributed towa.rd.s the country's 

security needs. 

39 ibid. 

40 ·· Gary Milhollin, 11 lndia's MissUes: With a Little help 

from our friencts•, Bultettin of the Atomic t:;cientis~ 

vol.45, no.9 Olav 1989), p.31. 

41 i b i d, p. 35. 
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CONCLUSION 

Basic human needs are both physiological a.nd soc ia I. 

While the former comp~ises food, shelter, health-care and 

clean environment, the latter takes the form of education, 

communication, transportation, etc •• Space technology can 

make significant contributions towards satisfying these 

basic needs. F o r e x amp l e , i n t n e cas e o t a g r u.; u 1 t. u 1· t! , w t 1 J. i t! 

meteorological sate! I ites contribute toward~ plattl!i.ng 1.. (It! 

planting and harvesting seasons, r~mute s~ns1ng sa "t.e 1 1 i L~::; 

gather information on crops and 11vestock, and commun1cat1on 

satellites help in the dissemination of these and other 

information on farming techniques, etc ... 

Space technology can be adopted either on an ad hue 

basis, when eac:h national agency decides whether wspace 

technology is cost-effective for meeting its requirements 

or by establishing a space program to develop technology 

to meet national needs.w 1 

India embarked upon the latter option by establishing a 

space programme whose goals were to develop the requisite 

technology - in grcuf\d netwcnk;·· satellites, and launch vehi-

cles for identified applications in the fiefds Of 

----------------------------------------------------------
1 Ra I ph Chipman, The Wor I d in Space .:_ ~ Survey of Spa.ce 

Activities and Issues <Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 

1982), p. 493:· 
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telecommunications, remote sensing and meteorological 

ca.st ing. 

fore-

The Indian decision not only to utilize space technolo

gy but also to develop it can be said to have been motivated 

by the following considerations 

(a) 

(b) 

{c l 

(d) 

that space technology can be productively applied to 

the help improve the socio-economic' conditions ot 

people ; 

that the development of space technology would play an 

important role in the development of industrial capa-

bi 1 ities within the country; 

that space technology is more economical than other 

methods in certain a.reas and, 

that the space programme would contribute towards the 

overall development of the country. 

Having embarked upon an integrated space programme, the 

Government of India initiated a number of pol icy measures 

which were designed to help achieve the goals set for the 

programme. These .inc 1 ude 

<al the decision to build up the fnfrastructural base for 

the development of technology and for 

ground network; 

providing the 

the decision to train and build-up a sufficient number 



sc1.entif ic~ technical a.wl a.Lltui.ni::.-l.i·:..~.i.i·••..: 

to carry out the space programme; 

t.: n ~ w. f-H~ 11:. l. !.HI to co- o p c. o t. n e :r n 8. t 1 on a. i age n c i e s and the 

( d ) the pursuit of coopera.t1ve rela.tionstli.p::; l''ii.it 

space agencies and space industries of other 

countries, etc •.•. 

A number of projects were initiated under tile spa.ce 

programme which were initial !y designed to gai.n 

in the development and utilLzatron or space technology, and 

la.ter to operationalize space-based ~t=r·vices. The :o;d.tel iLe 

de I! e I o p me n t p r o j e c t s h a'-' e b e e n s u c c e s s f u ! , t h o u g h \>! i t h 

of I NSAT a..nd IRSS systems, ha.ve been ·.:; e1· v-

ices in the areas of telecommunlcat.J..ons, we<:At..ner· rur·e~.;a:::;t.utg 

and remote sensing. 

The major failures in the case of sate! lites hal!e been 

INSAT-!1\ and [N~AT-1\.;, ihe to.rture ut Ute::;e Lwu 

has b e e n a t t r i b u t e d. t o t he i r p e c u I i F.: r· d.~..: s i. g 11 w t1! {.:_:tt t.Jecd.Ule 

necessary because of the Indian insistence on t.ne .a.ccomoda.-

tion of the Very High F~esoiution Radiometer l'IHKtu 1nstr1...:-

ment in the INSAT series. Because of the inclusion ol thiS 

instrument, the solar array lwhich powers the spacecraft) 

had to be given an asymmetrical shape so as to keep it out 

of the VHRR field of operations. T h i s , i n t IJ. r n , necessi-

tated the inclusion of a solar sail for balancing the \"hole 
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satell ite. 2 The two satellites were lost mainly because of 

the failure of their solar sails to open up. INSAT-IB was 

also plagued by a similar probelm, but ISMO and NASA scien-

tists succeeded in deploying it after various manoeuvres. 

A separation of the meteorological payl?ad will not 

only solve this problem, but would also reduce the weight of 

INSAT-1 class of satellites to about 700 kg. And, this 

would enable them to be launched by a modified version of 

3 the PSLV .. 

The launch vehicle projects of the Indian space 

Programme have made less progress compared to the satellite 

projects. This could be attributed to the high priority 

being given to the developm~nt of satellites because of the 

compulsion to demonstrate the relevance of the space pro-

gramme in national development. 4 While the first two 

flights of the Augmented Satellite Launch Vehicle £ASLVl 

2 s. Sa.tyanarayana.n, "Rocket Technology; with a. litti··? 

bit of ~elp", Economic Times <New Delhi), 25 April 

199.~. 

3 ibid. 

4 Ashok Raj, "ASLV failure only temporary setback," 

PATRIOT <New Delhi), 17 April 1987. 
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were total 

(PSLV) which 

failures, the Polar Sate! lite Launch Vehicle 

w~ initially envisaaed for i~-i-HlPh ~n a:~~-~~ 5 

has not yet been flown. 

lJhile the failure of the first ASLV test in l!:H:}o was 

attributed to the non-ignition of its first stage motor, the 

Failure Analysis Committe (of !SRO> has traced the second 

failure to a design flaw in the launch vehicle. The tlaw 

relates to the instability of the launch vehicle because ot 

its length-to-diameter ratio and also the control systems 

which are d~signed to correct deviations in the 1 a.uncher' s 

trajectory. Deviations which normally result in launch 

vehicle trajectories were further aggravated in the case of 

the ASLV in which many of the critical events ltKe boosler 

separation and ignition of the core stage occur in the lower 

atmosphere where dynamic pressure and wind Loads are high. 

This eventually led to the breaking up of the vehtcle due to 

the vehicle experiencing maximum dynamic pressure. 6 

The ~allure Analysis Committee recommended a number of 

design changes which were incorporated in 

third developmental flight of the A~hY. 

the successful 

5 GO I, DOS, Space Research and Development: Profile for 

the Decade 1Bti0-1BBO, {Banga.lor'e, 1Btill. 

6 THE HINDIJ., <Madras), 1 August 1989. 
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India has achieved significant benefits from its space 

programme in the areas of telecommunications. remote sensing 

and meteorological forecasting. in the field of telecommuni-

cations, the benefits include improved domestic and interna-

tiona! telephone connections, expansion uf lh~ l~l~vi~iuu 

and radio networks, and other networks tor the provision of 

a. number of new services like PTI news service f9r rapid 

dissemination of news, data communications, etc .... 

Improved weather f.orecast1ng, uaseo un ::;aLellllt! 

observations, has made significant contribul.io11s tuwaros t,llt! 

management of \o.•ater and other resources, in preo1ct.ing 

natural disasters like cyclones, thus enabl1ng precaut1onary 

measures for damage reduction, etc ... 

in the field of remott! ::;~u::;i.og, sa.t.e 1 1 ll.t! oa T.a. 

have 

And, 

been eKtremely useful in a number at tietas ranging 

from agriculture to mineral resources survey to uroan 

development, thus touching upon the major facets oi national 

deve 1 opmen t. 

In addition to these direct bene£ its,· the space 

programme has also made valuable contrlOUtlans T.awara::; 

development of industrial and techno log i.ca.t capaOllltles 

within the country. Also, the effects of the exploitation 

of the space environment can result in lndia entering the 

stage of, what Harry Stine refers to as, the ~Third Indus-
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trial Revolution." 7 This should enable lndia to leap-frog 

some of the stages of development~ as had been peroeived by 

the Indian leadership. 

Another area of application of space technology 

been in the development of missiles. This has led to 

considerable apprehensions among Wester~ countries, espe-

cially the United States. In a bid to curb tne prolLf~ra-

tion of ba.ll istic missiles around Lll>: \>tOl'ld., r..ne vntr..ea 

States along with its Group of Seven {G-Il IJO.l' tners an-

nounced a Missile Technology Control Hegime lM'fCHl in April, 

1987. The aim was to curb international trade in missile 

technology. The items to be control led were p 1 a.ced und e :r 

two categories. Category items included ~um~l~L~ ru~k~L 

and unma.nned a.irvehicle systems which c.;<:ut d1:1l ivt~l' 

of 500 kg or more over a range of ~00 km or more along wtth 

their production facilities and subsystems. 

consists of components. 8 

Category 1 1 

On the ba.s is of the MTCH guide 1 i nes, the U n i Led S Lo. Lf:!::s 

i.mposed a two-ye~r ban on 8 American trade and technology 

----------------------------------------------------------
7 Quoted in William Sims Bainbridge, The Spacecraft 

Revolution: 6_ Sociological Study lNew York, 19-tol, p.2. 

8 Kathleen c. Bailey,•can Missile Proliferation be He-

versed ?" ORBIS {Philadelphia!, v o I . ;j!:>, no. 1 {Winter 

1991!, p.9. 



transfers with and to the Indian Space Research Urganisa-

t . • ~ 
lOn on 11 May, 1992 following India.' s refusal to cancel 

its November 1990 contract with Kussia's {formerly ~ovietl 

space agency, Glavcosmos, for the acquisition-and subsequent 

technology transfer of cryogenic rockets. The U.S. view is 

that cryogenic rockets would contribute to India's ballistic 

missile programme. 

Constraints 

The U.S. ba.n, according to analysts, is likely i..u 

hinder ISRO satellite and launch vehicle projects, 

especially the former. For, ISRO is dependent on the !Jnite•:i 

States for a number of major electronic components a~arl 

from others. This is in addition to its aepenaence on 

foreign assitance for launching its satellites, for the 

design, fabrication and development of its satellites 'til 1 

recently!, for the acquisition of ground support systems and 

also for the training of its personnel. 

This dependence on foreign assistance has been one of 

the major constraints faced by the Indian space programme. 

This has necessita~ed India taking into account the inter-

ests of oth~r countries while pursuing its space policy. 10 

9 Gautam Adhikari, •u.s. slaps 2 year ban on ISRO, l:ilav-

cosmos,• TIMe~ Ur lNUlA lNew Uelhi>, 12 May 1992. 

10 Stephen F. Von Weick, •tndia's ~pace Policy: A Uevelop-

i.!lg_ -.. Country in the Space Club," Spa.ce Pol icy, vol. :i, 

no.4 <Nov 19871, p.331. 



The recent U.S. insistence on the cancellation of India's 

deal with Russia is a case in point. 

The level of Indian dependence on foreign sources has 

b~en very high even during the 'operationalization' phase of 

its space programme. So far, none of the Indian applica-

tions satellites have been launched by indigenous launchers. 

While two of the INSAT-1 series were launched by NASA, the 

other two were launched by ESA, and the two Indian Remote 

Sensing sate! lites were launched by the Soviet Union. The 

INSAT 2A was also launched recently by ESA. 

I n the case of sate! lite fabr~cation, all the four 

!NSAT-1 sate! 1 ites were fabricated by Ford Aerospace of the 

United States. The second generation INSAT s pacec ra.f t 

however, are being developed within the country. 

ISRO has also been dependent on for~ign sources for its 

ground support systems. For example, the Soviet Union sup-

plied an AFU-75 camera and laser equipment for the ISRO 

Satellite Tracking and Ranging Station <STARS), Kavalur. 

ISRO's dependence o~ foreign sources is acute in the 

case of electronic component& l ike radiation-hardened 

integrated circuits, travelling wave tube amplifiers, etc ••• 

In fact, ISRO had been importing more than half of its 

/ 
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requirements of electronic components from U.S. companies. 11 

Other electronic components for which India is dependent on 

foreign ~ources are solar cells, charge-coupled devices, 

detectors for the VHRR (ln the lNSATl and earth acquisition 

sensors. 

Non-electronic cbmponents include reaction control 

systems <RCSl which includes high speed momentum wheels a~d 

reaction wheels~ titanium alloy tanks and helium pressurant 

tanks, auxiliary thrusters for satellite orbit attitude 

corrections, beryllium reflectors, C-band antenna, 1? etc... -

The Indian Space Programme which is dependent on the 

United States for most of these items is likely to suffer 

some setbacks due to the U.S. ban on lSRO. 

Another constraint faced by the Indian Space Programme 

has been the lack of adequate industrial capabilities within 

the country. Indian industry does not possess an adequate 

technology base ftto enable it to cooperate with the ISRO in 

the implementatior: of the programme. e 
13 At the most, '!SRO 

---------------------------~------------------------------

11 N. Gopal Raj, •French firm Willing to supply ISRO 

parts,• THE HINDU <Delhi), 5 .July 1992. 

12 R. ~amachandran, • U.S, sanctions to cripple sate! lite 

capa.bil ities,• ECONOMIC TIMES, May 1992. 

13 Weick, n. 10, p.331. 
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can procure components and materials from Indian industry 

and also get certain systems fabricated or produced to its 

stipulations. For, the industries in India •tend to supply 

only component 

l.,mits. " 14 

units ra.t.her than the entire f u.nc tiona.! 

Another major constraint faced by the lnd i a.n s pa.ce 

programme is in financial allocations which are limited to 

the abso!ute minimum required. Th~ budget allocations made 

during the 1980-1990 decade work out to an annual average of 

about Rs 235 crores. This sum is very meagre compared to the 

NASA's annual budget of 1.5 billion U.S. dc!lar-s during the 

ea.r 1 y 1980s. 

To overcome these con::;tra.ints, tndia. will ha.v8 to m.o.ke 

sustained efforts towards developing space technology in a 

self-reliant manner. the ugh the pcticy of self-

reliance wa.s the guiding principle of the Indian Space 

Programme, the reliance on foreign assitance for several key 

components has continued to persist even after two decades. 

Such dependence leads to limitations being plac~d on India's 

space policy, for the country wil 1 have to take into account 

14 N. Gopal Raj, •From ~ouna1ng ~uuk~L~ LU ~a L~ i i 1 L~~, " 

FRONTLlNI::, vol.:i, no.:Cl :::!1 Uct. l!:tob , 1J.o:.:!. 



the considerations of the countries on wn1cn 1~ 1s 

ent. Technological self-reliance has especially be com~ a.n 

impcrati\•e for India, as \>!ell as for a! 1 developing coun-

tries, following the setting up of technology eKport cartels 

by the developed countries (like the MTCR). 

The Department of Space ha.s ~een seeking, over the last 

few 

of 

years, the Government's approval for the 

a corporate front in the public sector. 

establishment 

The proposed 

company is to be «essentially a promotion and service agency 

providing a range of high-tech services and will not itself 

undertake manufacturing activities."lb Two roles have been 

conceived for the compa.ny - one, to ma.r ke t l nd i .3.n s pa.ce 

capability abroad and exploit the int~rnational market for 

space products and services; and two, to build up industrial 

capa.bilities \.rithin the- countr·y. 16 

While the prospects for the former appear quite dim in 

the wake of the recent U.S. ban on !S~U, the proposed compa-

ny can play an important role in promoting industria! devel-

opment. T h i s , i t can do i n two \.t a.y s - one , i t can u n de r tal< e 

15 N. Gopal Raj, "Corporate Front for Dept. at !::ipace, "tHt:: 

HINDU (L'elhi), :.:!13 Ma.y 18!:1::!, p. 1/. 

16 ibid, 



a multi-discipliniry approach involving a wide range of 
' 

techno-managerial legal and contractual, markct1ng, t 1n.3.n-

cial and promctional services; and two it can coordinate 

lSRO's interactions with industria.! ists as we l t as with 

financial institutions, market r·esearch organizations and 

Research and Development institutions and groups. 17 

These and other measures should enable India to 

on with its applications-uei~nl~d prClg r·;;,unme mere 

effectively wwhich has the ca.pab i l i ty to t I"<::Ut::; t 1.J l"U: Ut~ 

entire society touching practically every aspect OL human 

endeavour education, communication, environmen~, na.o t r.a.-

tion, agricultural output, and industria.! productivity." 1
d 

17 ibld, 

< 18 U.R.Rao, The Next 40 Years lJ:!. Space _ 6_ View ?oint 

Developing Countires <Hangalore, l!::lo!::ll. 
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COMMUNICATION 

UNIT 
(DECU) 

SOURCE: Governm~:?nt of India., Depa.rtment of Space, AnrllJa! 

Report 1991--92, p. 10. 



YEAR 

1974-75 

1975-76 

1976-77 

1977-78 

1978-79 

1979-80 

1980-81 

1981-82 

1982-83 

1983-84 

1984-85 

1985-86 

1986-87 

1987-88 

1988-89 

1989-90 

1990-91 

1991-92 

SOURCE 

APPENDIX - 2 

GROWTH OF MANPOWER (1974-75 TO 1991-921 

~Clt:::NTlFiC AND 
TECHNiCAL ~TAt-t-

bL~/ 

o/30 

.5715 

6618 

'/{)!:>() 

o1B3 

6200 

7021 

7852 

11!::!1 

88:3!:> 

9572 

9988 

.1<J31jY 

10400 

10611 

1.0255 

1<Jo2t 

ADMlNI~Tt;{T!Vt::: 

:iTAt-t-

~too 

~eo4 

:;l.{)!j4 

3269 

3360 

:.;4~2 

:.}000 

3622 

3999 

3!:1o4 

432/ 

4523 

4580 

4tj41j 

t::l~/ 

G1G9 

h ~-~~ 
.;)lJ.::K;-

b3Yb 

Government ~ India, Department ~~pace, 1-\1-.NVAL 

PORTS 1976-77 TO 1991-92. 
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APPENDIX 

COST ESTIMATES OF THE SPACE RESEARCH PROGRAMME 

f=unds re-quired SJ. 
No. Item ------- ---------

") 

1\ugmentdttun of factltttes for R & D. at SSTC lot 

huildtng ',ctenttftc~ ~nd comrnuntcat1on satelllle and·· 
'Y'IvironmP.nl tc!>ting 

Or:vtioprnP.rlt of tllerltal & inflight gutdance sys~em!> 

for rockets and onl>uard miniatuflsed computer 

Dt,veic>P'liEJnt o~ H1eh Performance Missile T1ackmg 

nad<H~ and P.C M Communtcilt1un Systems 

Snlld Propollant Pl:>.'flt and Testtng Facility at SHAR 

~- Rocket Fabrication Facility for Iorge s1zed roclo.t:ts 

G Developrn•Hlt of SLV-3 satellite launch veh1clt: 

7. Dr' telopnH!nt of Scientific Siltellitc 

8. Expansion of Exper~mental Satellite Commun1c.at;on 

Eartn Station includmg SJt811itf"! lnstructiona; T£:1C

vlsion Exportment (SITE) 

~- Dc·,elopmcnt of Communtca!lon Satelllte 

10. Development of Satellite Launcher (SLV-SYN) 

11 Operational requirements: 

(t) ThumbJ Equatorial Rocket Launch1ng Statton 
I 

( 11) ExpcrJmcntJI Satelltte Comrtlun•catton Earth 

Station 

(lit) Rocket Propellant Plant 

(1·.) Space Science & Technology Centre 

(v) Rocket Fabrication Facility 

(vt) Srill<Hikoto Range 

(vii) lndi<Jn Space Research Organtsatton 

1970-80 1970-76 1975-80 

1 Rupeos 1n crorr.s) 

5.00 

.. 2. 50 

3. 7tl 

15.70 

2.00 

3.50 

3. 00, 

27.00 

15. 4~ 

10. 0(1 

2.2t.J 
5 .0(1 

36.00 

9.00 

20.00 

0.6G 

5.00 

1 . 25 

.7.00 

12.45 

2.00 

3.50 

1. 00 

2.00 

4.60 

0.7'J 

:.?.00 

10.00 

3.00 
8.00 

0.20 

1. 25 

1. 75 

3.25 

2.00 

2. 5. 00 

15.45 

5.40 

1. 50 

3.00 

26.00 
6.00 

12.00 

0.40 
----··-----------
165.00 62.00 103.00 

SOIJRCE India, Department of Atomic k::ner-gv, 

Atomic Energy and Space Research : A Profile for 

the Uecade lY/U-eu, p.4U. 
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APPENDIX -

COST PROJECTIONS 

Item 

FINANCIAL OUTLAYS 

1. Completion of on-going schemes 
and maintenance in infrastructure 
s:1pport including the operations 

of the Space Centres 

2. IRS Project & post
launch operations 

3. SL V-Variants (Polar Launch Vehicle 
Rnd Augmented SLV Projects) and 
post-launch-operations 

4. Proto-INSAT Project,& post
launch operations 

5. Tracking, ranging & other 
general facilities 

6. Launch vehicle & Satellite 
related facilities 

7. Follow-on projects of IRS, SLV-V 
& Proto-INSAT lnclud~ng advanced 
system studies 

8. Facilities related to 
follow-on project 

9. Miscellaneous support 
activities Including support 
R & 0 and other projects 

10. Technology transfer 
and utilisation 

Total 

Estimated Expenditure in 
Rs. Crores (in 1979 prices) 

Total 
1980-85 1985-90 1980-90 

163 218. 381 

32@ 33 

41 10 51 

21 27@ 48 

18 2 20 

45 9 54 

97 98 

50 51 

54 60 114 

1 3 4 

377 477 854 

• The costs of establishment and malntenan·ce of Space Systems in the 
national operational sectors (for example INSAT in the Transport & Com
munication Sector) are not included In this profile, which addresses itself 
to. the space research & development plan of the country for the decade. 

@ Includes provision for external launch. 

Note: The National Remote Sensing Agency (NRSA) has b~en placf3d under 
the Department of Space. effective 4th Decemb~r 1980. This profile 
does not Include provisions for NRSA activities. 

30URCE Government ~ India, Department ~ Space, Space 

Research and Development Prof£le for the uecade 

1980-90. 
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At-'t-'t:ND I X - t> 

ANNUAL ALLOCATIONS TO THE SPACE PROGP..A1'114t:: 

YEA~ ALLOCATiONS 

1969-70 ~. Qi) 

1970-71 (. "" ) • 00 

1971-72 11. 7 4 

18/'.!.-/:'3- 16. 2t3 

1~/3-74 lb. l 1 

1974-75 ·':trl 7 ·:J v• .... , ..._ 

1975-76 :.;t. li::S 

1976-77 :jy, 1!::.' 

1977-78 :37.:36 

197!3--/Y tJO.btJ 

1979-80 56.41 

1980-81 85.42 

1981-52 lUI::S.~U 

1982-83 94. Iii 

1983-84 lf:i3. lU 

1984-85 1e1.o1 

1985-86 235.05 
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1986-87 

1987-88 

1988-89 

1989-90 

1990-91 

1991-92 

SOURCE 

309.99 

346.96 

422.34 

398.56 

;jiji::i.~~ 

4e~.eu 

For the years 1969-70 to 1973-74, Ba.ldev Raj Na.y<u, In

dia's Q.uest for Technological Independence i... Ihe_ Re-

sults Q.i_ Policy {Lancers, New Uelhi, vo I.~. 

p.448. 

For the rest, Government of India, Department of Spa.ce, 

Annual Reports 1976-77 to 1991-92. 
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rEAR 

1974-75 

197.5-76 

1976-77 

1977-78 

1978-79 

l97.9-80 

30\JRCE 

APPEND!lt - 6 

AREA-WISE DISTRli:IUTiUN UF FUNDS 

(1974-75 TO 1918-dUl 

(RUPEES IN CRORES; PERCENTAG~S IN I:I~ACK~TSl 

R~S~A~CH 

AND 
DEVELOPMENT 

11.83 [38.51 

11.53 [31 

15.~[:) [39 ] 

14.57 [39 ] 

21.27 [42 

24.!:32 [44 

FACIL!Tl~S 

5.99 (19.5) 

10.78 [29 

7.05 [18 

e.t:>8 l~::S 

6.58 l 1:i 

e.41:i llt> 

1-'~UJ~CTS 

8.29 ( 27) 3~69 [12) 

9.3 [25] 4.46 [ 12] 

11.37 [28) :3. 92 [10) 

e.t>8 lL::SJ ::s. /4 l 1 <J l 

lL.I:il:i l~t:>J e.l:il L 1 I 1 

l<J. I'L l 18 j l<J. I'' L. l 18 j 

Ul~~CTlUN 

ANI.) 
ADMIN IS-

. T RAT I 0 N .-' 

0.92l0l 

1. 1~l:.:IJ 

1.57(t~) 

l.tillt:>J 

1. 0~ L:::!l 

l.o9L:iJ 

Government 9...f_ l_G_dia, Department of Space," ANNUAL l:{Er'Urcrs 

1976-77 to 1980-81. 
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YEAR 

1980.-:-81 

1981-62 

1982-83 

19!33-84 

1984-85 

APPENDIX - 6 

AREA-WISE DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS 

<RUPEES IN LAKHS; PERCENTAGES IN BRACKETS) 

ROCKET 
DEVELO
PMENT 

2733. 4H32l 

4415 [40.5) 

~805 [.SO.?J 

6177. eH37 .9J 

9050.35[49.8) 

SATELLITE 
DE\IELOP
I'!ENT 

3502. 22[41] 

1482 [13.6] 

1383 f.14.6) 

2255.6303.9] 

29 3 7. 59 [16. 2] 

SPACE 
APPLI
CATION 

256. 26 [3] 

1045 [9. 6) 

1322 [14) 

1185. 16 [ 7. ~~] 

1614.33[8.9) 

SPACE 
SCIENCES 

1025. 04[ 12] 

!!-ISAT-1 

213.55[2.5] 

33.5 [3.1] 3293 (30.2] 

[51 1155 [12,2} 

368.61[2.31 5963.14[36.5] 

414.78[2.3] 3711.~4[20.4] 

DIRECTION 
AND 
ADMIN 1ST
RAT lOlL 

811. 49 [9. s 1 

320 [2.9 

330 

319.29[2.2 

432.75[2.4 

904.63[3.8)1 

-1986-87 13190.71[42.6] 6188.53[19.71 3083.53[9.91 505.80[1.6] 7228.08[23.31 872.54[2. 

1985-86 11237.31(47.8] 3607.76[15.3] 2256.69[9.6] 523.55[2.2] 4938.56[21.0] 

)987-86 14700.93(42.4] 8809. 27[25. 4) 4059. 92 [ 11. 7) 6 71. 32 ( 1. 9) 5597.86[16.1] 856.75(2.5] 

1988-8·9 16043.59[381 13874. 27[32. 9) 4388.32[10.3] 767.1q[1.8) 6224.29(14.7) 936.54(2. 21 

1989-90 14740.70(31) 13892. 24U4. 91 4507.35(11.3] 8 4 8 . 29 ( 2. 1 ] 4816.55[12.1] 1050.82[2.61 

1990-91 11H 2 8. 59 [ 4 7 J 11800.30[30.6] 4 4 4 4 . 96 [ 11 . s ] 946.SH2.!':1 2160.20[!:;.6] 1141.59[3.0] 

1991-92 22242 ( 46. 1 ] 1409:~ ( 29. 2 1 -so 85 (10.5) 1393 (2.9] 4082 [8. 5] 138.5 [2. g 1 

SOURCE : Government Qf_ lndia, Department of Soace ANNUAL REPORTS 

1981-82 to 1991-92~ 
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APPENDIX - 7 

COMPONENTS IMPORTED FOR SPACE PROGRAMME 

SERIAL ITEM SOURCE OF SUPPLY 

L Nickel-Cadmium Ratteries SAFT, France. 

Solar Cells Al:::G, Telefunken, FI:-I.G 

3. lenses for LISS Camerass MATKA, F ra.nce 

4. High Density Digital 

Taperecor·ders HONEYWELL, USA 

5. TWTA CSF Thomson, France 

6. CCDS FAIRCHILD, USA 

-
7. Computers DEC, USA. 

8. Contour Nozzles MIS VULVU, Sweden. 

9. Vertical Mixer MIS Day Mixing Company,USA 

10. Vertical Boring and 

Turning Mill MIS Mitsui & Co., Japan. 

11 MEV Linear Accelerator MIS Radiation Dynamics·,U.K. 

SOURCE : Parliamentary News and Views Service Compendium of 

Policy Statements Made in the Parliament, Monsoon 

Session, 1986 {New Delhi, 1987 l, p.35. 
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APPENDIX -

r::: . . ... ··· .·:-: :-:>-· .. -: .. -.. ·.· ··: -:·<:·.· .·.·.·.·.:· .. ·.<<·· ·. ..·.· :-: :·: ··. . . .· .: .j 

:I v: • PI•~' o lft~D~ w w M:e w v ?l.i ie) :;•a 1 

-······· sa:allite ;,_ · .·.-·.· ::•nate. </ :· · La~nch~~? :ltestil( 
_·:•:·.· A!liliiiA+fA·: .-Cif~r'Ch 1~,,].975 < . UssR ,.::, .·.< Success 

: •. ·_BHA.SIL\RA-1· <_J\Jne7,1979<.,, ...•.•• '.,TJSSR., . Success•·-·> 

:<'ROHINl i ,.)J\\lg"lO;J979 .·. SLV-3< ·· :Failllre> 

··:::_ RoH!Nr ~41Yts(i98o .,,_•··· stv}· :- <sGC<:~s~:-.':•· 
APPLE··· .·:-._ •..•. _:··.Junl9;l98i __ ...• ·-: .• ,_ .. .,-:ARIANE> s~c:ce~s : 

. .. ... . . 

-·•Success 

·.· ROlUNI 

ROHINI ·• Aprili7, 1983 ··.·· ... _:·.··· .: SLV-3···· ... · Success 

SROSS-1 March 24, 1987 ·. ASLV . Failure 

IRS-IA March 19, 1988 . USSR Success 
...,.._~------..·------ ---~--·--·------·-----·- ·------· -· ----

SROSS-2 July 13, 1988 ASLV Failure 

IRS-IB Aug 29, 1991 USSR Success _.,._ __________ _ 
SROSS-3 May 19, 1992 ASLV Success 

INSAT-I.A: . Sept 4, 1982 . USA Failure 

INSAT-lB . Aug 30, 1982 USA Success 
----~-----~~---- -~----~ 

INSAT-IC ... July 22,1988 · _ }.RfANE . Failure 

INSAT-1D , .. ·. June i2 ·1990 . .USA . Success 
-·----~·.;_· ·'--'---·-·:. _ __:__ . .....;.;............;...__ --·--

INSAT-2A July 10, 1992 . ARIANE 

SOURCE _ Times Q.f_ India, 11 July 1992., p. 1. 
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APPENDIX -

MAJOR INDIAN SPACE MISSIONS 1990-2000 

EIGHTH PLAN 

MISSIONS 
1990·91 1991·92 1992·93 1993·9-l 199H5 1995·96 1996·97 1997·98 1998· 99 1999·2000 

~ ~- • SROSS I ! I 

' -

g u ' 
Q ' ASLV 

C2 0 Ol'C1 ~ 

~4·~ -··'· -··'· ~,_-(t . 

IRS 
&·-· . !"':\~ "-. ~::·· 

-.:>~;':. ·~ ... , ,,. 0 (~.; ... · ~ t;...:.,.;·. 

18 1C 10 2A·28 

.. .. - .. .. 
' . 

I I J I I I 

PSLV I I I I I I - . . - . - . - - -_-.; ~t. - T ~t -- :r: 01 •J: 02 -. -- .. -.-
" ~ - ·.r 

\ ' ' ' ' ' ' INSAT · 3A 

/r .,.- ~'\~ '· ' '.· ~ 
~ ~~- \ 

INSAT/ ~ '"~ Q~~ •""'-:. ·~->~ ·~,.,;. 6 •\:~~ ' . . :~). ' • cQ;> f'V ·"). 

DBS \/ .. "'....:> '(~) \,;> '(._;) '(~.> ..;> 
INSAI-10 INSAT · 2A INSAT · 28 INSAT · 2'C INSAT · 20 INSAT · 2E . DBS·1 OBS · 2. 

- - . .. .. 

I I I I ~ I 
GSLV I I I I I 

* ' i .;.;. !. i -i 
! ..... ,, 

otT 

. .. . .. ... 
EXPTL.fTECH. 

.. 
I"\'~ . f"\> 

.. 
f I"'\'; . 

~ ..... ' . ' • * ' PAYLQt,QS 

1ns. •E 1nS-P2 GRAMSAI GRAMSAT 
--

SOURCE Government g.f_ India, Department 
I 

Q.i._ Space, Annual Repqrt 
I ~ 

1991-92, p.6. 
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